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ABSTRACT

As U.S. immigration policy and its human impact gain popular salience, some have questioned whether immigration courts—often the first-line adjudicators of deportation—are “courts” at all in the American adversarial legal tradition. This Article aims to answer this question through a focus on the role of the immigration judge (IJ). Informed by in-depth interviews with twelve former IJs and three former supervisory officials, I argue that immigration courts present with superficial hallmarks of adversarial courts, but increasingly exhibit core features of a tightly hierarchical bureaucracy. Although not all features of an immigration bureaucracy are inherently undesirable, masking a bureaucracy with judicial trappings results in a deceptive façade of process that likely limits scrutiny from federal courts and calms public discontent with harsh immigration laws. In light of this phenomenon, enhancing IJ independence through the creation of an Article I immigration court would solve some problems with immigration adjudication but risk papering over others. Instead, achieving a fair system will require both procedural and substantive reforms.
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INTRODUCTION

As debates over U.S. immigration policy and its human impact intensify, immigration judges (IJJs), the first-line decision-makers in many deportation proceedings, have not been spared from the spotlight. Journalists have increasingly highlighted IJJs’ perceived heartlessness or generosity. Article III federal judges have derided immigration courts, with the Hon. Richard Posner recently assailing them as “the least competent federal agency.” And comedians have mocked the immigration court as less fair than “tot court.”

Starting in 2017, even the overseers of the IJ corps joined the chorus of critics. Then-Attorney General Jeff Sessions criticized the perceived inefficiencies of IJs, all of whom worked under him, while President Donald J. Trump lambasted the immigration court system as “dysfunctional” and advocated against hiring more IJs to address case backlogs. Retired IJs responded with blistering attacks on the Attorney General’s “malicious incompetence” and even accused him of “brib[ing] judges to do his bidding.”

---

1. See, e.g., Jerry Markon, Can a 3-Year Old Represent Herself in Immigration Court? This Judge Thinks So, WASH. POST (Mar. 5, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/can-a-3-year-old-represent-herself-in-immigration-court-this-judge-thinks-so/2016/03/05/3be59a32-db25-11e5-925f-1d1f0062cc82d_story.html.


4. John Oliver, Last Week Tonight with John Oliver, YOUTUBE (Apr. 1, 2018), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9fB0GBwJ2QA. The informed viewer might note that Oliver’s “tot court,” unlike immigration court, features a court reporter and a stenographer. See Dana Leigh Marks, Immigration Judge: Death Penalty Cases in a Traffic Court Setting, CNN (June 26, 2014), http://www.cnn.com/2014/06/26/opinion/immigration-judge-broken-system/index.html (lamenting that IJs “work in conditions that fans of television law dramas wouldn’t recognize—no bailiffs, no court reporters, no law clerks, and often no lawyer for the respondent’); see also Shannon Dooling, With Case Backlogs Rising, Immigration Courts Struggle to Protect the ‘Vulnerable,’ WBUR (Mar. 22, 2016), http://www.wbur.org/morningedition/2016/03/22/mentally-illness-immigration-courts-boston (quoting Marks: “The immigration court is an extremely challenged tribunal. I often say that we conduct death penalty cases in a traffic court setting.”).


However divergent these perspectives may be, all agree that the IJs’ task—adjudicating which noncitizens are allowed to stay in the United States—is critical.9 The stakes are enormously high: each decision by an IJ transforms the lives of a noncitizen and their loved ones, while IJs’ collective work reshapes the composition of U.S. society. Yet the system does not seem designed to match these stakes. IJs wear judicial robes and preside from behind judges’ benches, but they do not enjoy the decisional protections of Administrative Law Judges, who are statutorily shielded from sanction for their rulings. The applicant-protective procedures of the Administrative Procedure Act for formal hearings are inapplicable, as are the Federal Rules of Evidence.10 The IJs themselves report sky-high levels of stress and burnout,11 and the IJ union has complained for years that immigration courts are grossly underfunded.12 According to the union, recent changes are making these problems worse: the organization has accused the Department of Justice of “trying to turn immigration judges into assembly-line workers.”13

Numerous commentators14 and advocates15 have proposed reforms to cure these ills and other problems. Recently, for example, a growing range of stakeholders has endorsed the creation of an independent “Article I” immigration court, akin to the U.S. Tax Court or the U.S. Court of Federal Claims, to limit top-down influences on IJ decision-making.16

---

9. E.g., U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, supra note 5, at 2 (“Indeed, the manner in which cases are adjudicated has a direct impact on the sovereign interests of our nation.”); Sessions v. Dimaya, 138 S. Ct. 1204, 1213 (2018) (plurality opinion) (“[T]his Court has reiterated that deportation is a particularly severe penalty, which may be of greater concern to a convicted alien than any potential jail sentence.”) (internal quotation marks omitted).

10. See infra Part I.B.


12. E.g., Marks, supra note 4.


reforms, we must understand the nature of the system we already have. Critiques of immigration court generally assume that the system is best analyzed through the lens of an Anglo-American “court,” which theoretically entails an independent and impartial adjudicator who resolves a dispute between equally situated parties, as opposed to a “bureaucracy,” meaning a hierarchical structure through which the executive branch advances policy goals. But it has been a full thirteen years since a leading immigration law scholar famously wrote that the executive branch had “eviscerat[ed]” IJs’ decisional independence. Since then, only a few scholars have examined the design of the system through the “linchpin” of the IJ, and almost none have spoken with retired IJs directly. Meanwhile, IJs have continued to decry the Justice Department’s increasing influence over them, calling into question whether and to what extent the framework of “courts” remains relevant.

17. This is not the only definition of a court: many non-U.S. courts utilize non-adversarial models, and even purportedly adversarial U.S. courts have incorporated bureaucratic-managerial trends. Nevertheless, I adopt this shorthand in this Article to capture what U.S. residents conceptualize as courts in the country’s adversarial legal tradition, particularly from a non-lawyer perspective. For more on adversarial legalism, see infra Part III.A. Similarly, although some would define U.S. courts as “bureaucracies,” I use this term to capture hierarchical policy-implementing organizations, as distinguished from impartial dispute-resolution mechanisms.


19. Banks Miller, Linda Camp Keith, & Jennifer S. Holmes, Immigration Judges and U.S. Asylum Policy 1 (2015). In an exception to this trend, Miller, Keith, and Holmes focus on case-level decision-making. Id. at 3. Analyzing a robust database of all asylum cases decided between 1990 and 2010, the authors find that the policy preferences of IJs dramatically influence their disposition of asylum cases, as do local demographic, economic, and political factors. Id. at 48-49, 100-04. The authors further uncover that seemingly arbitrary factors, like the gender of the IJ or the language spoken by the applicant, have statistically significant effects on case outcomes. Id. at 71.

20. Most relevant studies have utilized surveys, e.g., Lustig, supra note 11, at 57, 60, or quantitative analysis of outcomes, e.g., Miller et al., supra note 19, at 3-4; Jaya Ramji-Nogales, Andrew I. Schoenholtz, & Philip G. Schirag, Refugee Roulette: Disparities in Asylum Adjudication and Proposals for Reform 34-44 (2009) (identifying wide disparities in outcomes for asylum-seekers across different immigration courts and IJs). Although a 2017 Government Accountability Office report did involve interviews with some key stakeholders in the immigration court system, including IJs, the report was focused on case backlogs rather than administrative design and bureaucratic influences. See generally U.S. Gov’t Accountability Office, GAO-17-438, Immigration Courts: Actions Needed to Reduce Case Backlog and Address Long-Standing Management and Operational Challenges (June 2017) (hereinafter “GAO 2017”). Journalists have spoken with current IJs on the record about some, but not all, issues discussed here. E.g., Julia Preston, Lost in Court, Marshall Project (Jan. 19, 2018), https://www.themarshallproject.org/2018/01/19/lost-in-court.

21. See, e.g., Dana Leigh Marks, Now Is the Time to Reform the Immigration Courts, in INT’L AFFAIRS FORUM 47, 50 (Winter 2016) (lamenting that IJs “are asked to serve two masters, each with different priorities”); Dana Leigh Marks, Still a Legal “Cinderella”? Why the Immigration Courts Remain an Ill-Treated Stepchild Today, in FED. LAWYER 25, 29 (Mar. 2012) (“[I]mmigration judges are viewed by the DOJ as ‘attorneys’ who are employed by the U.S. government, rather than true judges—a status that is in constant tension with the role immigration judges actually fulfill.”); Denise Noonan Slavin & Dana Leigh Marks, Conflicting Roles of Immigration Judges: Do You Want Your Case Heard by a “Government Attorney” or by a “Judge”? , 16 BENDER’S IMMIGR. BULL. 1785, 1786 (2011) (“[O]n one hand there are circumstances where immigration judges are treated as ‘attorneys working for or representing the U.S. Government,’ while on the other hand, their daily role and the duties they discharge mandate the traditional responsibilities that the title of ‘judge’ implies.”).
This Article aims to determine whether the immigration courts are properly deemed “courts,” with a special focus on the perspectives of former IJs. Between January and March of 2018, I conducted semi-structured interviews with twelve former IJs appointed under a variety of presidential administrations and parties. I asked these former IJs for their views on the purpose of the IJ, their authority and constraints, and their relationships with administrators and other decision-makers. I followed up by interviewing three former administrators, including two IJ supervisors, about similar topics.

The study results support the growing sentiments that reform is needed. On the one hand, retired IJs report that restrictionist reforms to downsize the Board of Immigration Appeals and limit its scope of review in 2002 backfired by increasing federal-court scrutiny of IJs’ reason-giving and tone. These IJs also express self-awareness about the choice to adopt the trappings of courts, and some seem to wish for more such hallmarks and the esteem that they may bring. But at the same time, appellate court scrutiny and court symbols have not achieved the independence that reformers crave. Rather, the IJs describe growing frustrations with (and pressures from) agency supervisors and the Justice Department, even before the imposition of case quotas;24 decreasing authority to manage dockets; disagreements over the proper role of an IJ; and tightening constraints on IJ discretion to grant relief.

Based on these findings, I argue that although immigration courts feature some hallmarks of Anglo-American courts, these conceal the fact that they internally operate largely as bureaucracies. While the trappings of courts may enhance the perceived legitimacy of the system, they also obscure the harshness of immigration law and the imbalance of power between noncitizens and the government, without accounting for substantive justice. In other


23. See infra Part II (methodology).

words, a bureaucracy masquerading as a court exacerbates the flaws of both. Although transposing the system onto an “independent” immigration court outside of the Justice Department would certainly solve some of these problems, it would risk perpetuating others while diverting attention from the inequities and substantive injustices underlying immigration adjudication. Given the stakes of deportation, a whole scale reexamination of the system is warranted.

This Article proceeds in four parts. Part I outlines the history and procedures of removal hearings and the Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR) for readers who are unacquainted with the immigration courts. In Part II, I explain the methodology behind the fifteen semi-structured interviews I conducted with former IJs and EOIR officials. Part III, the core of the Article, outlines interview results and follow-up research. In Part IV, I analyze these results to argue that immigration courts are mixed institutions, more bureaucracies than courts. Although an immigration bureaucracy is not anathema in the abstract, I posit that the toxic mixture of bureaucratic hierarchy and judicial hallmarks magnifies some of the least desirable features of both paradigms. I conclude with a call for both procedural and substantive reforms.

I. BACKGROUND

A. Historical Development

Understanding the immigration court system requires an appreciation of its historical evolution, which has been driven by both racism and egalitarianism.25 These conflicting interests have generated tension between government officials’ roles as enforcement officers and impartial adjudicators, tension that continues to play out today in the position of the IJ. History further highlights the novelty of the very idea of “immigration courts,” as statutes did not refer to “immigration judges” until 1996.26

From the founding through the late 1800s, the federal government had limited involvement with immigration regulation as it is understood today.27


27. Id. at 240. This is not to say that the federal government was uninvolved with migration or citizenship. Rather, direct federal regulation of migration was focused on native-born communities whose entitlement to citizenship was contested—namely, Native Americans and free African-Americans. See, e.g., MARTHA S. JONES, BIRTHRIGHT CITIZENS: A HISTORY OF RACE AND RIGHTS IN ANTEBELLUM AMERICA 27-28 (2018) (discussing 1821 congressional debate over allowing Missouri to ban free African-Americans from entering the state); KUNAL M. PARKER, MAKING FOREIGNERS: IMMIGRATION AND CITIZENSHIP LAW IN AMERICA, 1600-2000 92 (2015) (describing “Trail of Tears” as “the first large-
This changed dramatically in 1882, when Congress began formal restrictionism with the Chinese Exclusion Act. In the ensuing decades, as restrictions against disfavored Asian groups expanded, the Immigration and Nationality Service (INS) was created to enforce these restrictions, finding a home in the Justice Department by 1940.

The IJ’s role began in the early twentieth century with the INS “hearing officer” or “examining officer.” In addition to overseeing hearings, these officers undertook enforcement tasks. An officer who investigated a case could preside over the hearing in that case with the noncitizen’s consent. This provoked concern from the Supreme Court, which held in 1950 that the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) required separation between enforcement and adjudication. The Court emphasized:

[T]his commingling, if objectionable anywhere, would seem to be particularly so in the deportation proceedings, where we frequently meet with a voteless class of litigants who not only lack the influence of citizens, but who are strangers to the laws and customs in which they find themselves involved and who often do not even understand the tongue in which they are accused.

The Court also cited constitutional concerns:

When the Constitution requires a hearing, it requires a fair one, one before a tribunal which meets at least currently prevailing standards of impartiality. . . . It might be difficult to justify as measuring up to constitutional standards of impartiality a hearing tribunal for deportation


30. ALEINKOFF 5TH ED., supra note 26, at 240.


32. ALEINKOFF 5TH ED., supra note 26, at 249.


35. Id. at 46.
proceedings the like of which has been condemned by Congress as unfair even where less vital matters of property rights are at stake. 36

Notwithstanding these qualms, Congress overrode the Court’s ruling within months by amending the APA. 37 Two years after that, Congress enacted the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), again superseding APA protections and largely preserving as before the mixed role of the hearing officer in immigration proceedings, now called a “special inquiry officer” (SIO). 38

However, as immigration law took a more egalitarian turn in the 1960s, 39 procedures in removal hearings also began to shift. The Department of Justice began assigning non-SIO officers to present evidence and cross-examine witnesses. In turn, SIOs specialized in adjudication. By 1973, INS referred to SIOs as “immigration judges” and permitted them to wear robes. 40 According to one textbook narrative, this demonstrated that “bureaucratic imperatives . . . largely succeeded in securing [the] types of changes the due process advocates had urged.” 41

Finally, from the 1980s through the early 2000s, process reforms continued even as substantive immigration policy grew increasingly punitive. In 1983, the Department of Justice created the Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR), 42 separate from INS and accountable to the Attorney General. In 1996, Congress reinforced this role separation by revising the INA to use the term “immigration judge.” 43 At the same time, it ushered in a new phase of restrictionism, colored by notions of migrant criminality, with the passage of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act (IIRIRA), which expanded the categories of convictions that triggered deportation, constricted relief, and limited judicial review. 44 After the attacks

36. Id. at 50-51.
39. In 1965, Congress overhauled immigration policy through the repeal of country-based quotas and the Asiatic Barred Zone. Lopez, supra note 25, at 28; Act of Oct. 3, 1965, Pub. L. No. 89-236, 79 Stat. 911. This led to changes in U.S. ethnic composition, but also precipitated a transition towards treating more immigrants as a temporary labor force rather than a future citizenry. E.g., Motomura, supra note 25, at 89, 102-05. A rise in unauthorized immigration also followed. Id. at 102-03. By the 1980s, the notion of the “illegal” immigrant had taken root in the national dialogue. E.g., Amada Armenta, Protect, Serve, and Deport: The Rise of Policing as Immigration Enforcement 4 (2017). During this time period, the Supreme Court “repeatedly affirmed the federal government’s plenary power over the exclusion, deportation, and naturalization of aliens,” thus facilitating the creation of a federal deportation apparatus “that acted with relative impunity.” Parker, supra note 27, at 186.
42. Board of Immigration Appeals, 48 Fed. Reg. 8,038 (Feb. 25, 1983) (codified at 8 C.F.R. §§ 1, 3, 100); Rawitz, supra note 31, at 459.
of September 11, 2001, Congress moved enforcement functions into the new Department of Homeland Security (DHS), leaving EOIR in the Department of Justice.\textsuperscript{45} But again, this increase in distance between enforcement and adjudication coincided with an acceleration of the criminalization of immigration law,\textsuperscript{46} with national security increasingly invoked to justify restrictionist policies.\textsuperscript{47}

Today, approximately 400 IJs serve in about 60 different jurisdictions, the largest of which employs 85 IJs and staff.\textsuperscript{48} The National Association of Immigration Judges (NAIJ) has served as IJs’ collective bargaining representative since 1979.\textsuperscript{49}

\textbf{B. Procedures and Powers}

As a result of the immigration courts’ haphazard evolution, removal proceedings have incorporated certain procedures that echo state and federal court proceedings, but they lack many others. A modern removal proceeding begins with a “master calendar hearing,” in which a noncitizen respondent admits or denies charges of removability.\textsuperscript{50} If removability is unresolved, or if the respondent applies for relief, the case proceeds to an “individual hearing” for adjudication.\textsuperscript{51} DHS must prove removability,\textsuperscript{52} and if it does, the respondent must prove eligibility for relief.\textsuperscript{53} IJs decide both issues in the first instance.\textsuperscript{54} IJs have discretion to deny many forms of relief based on equitable considerations\textsuperscript{55} or credibility determinations.\textsuperscript{56} In some cases, an IJ can...
order a detained noncitizen’s release on bond.57

Today, the INA states that IJs “shall administer oaths, receive evidence, and interrogate, examine, and cross-examine the alien and any witnesses.”58 This is largely unchanged from the INA’s original grant of authority to presiding SIOs, with two exceptions. First, SIOs could present evidence,59 which IJs cannot do, though they retain power to question respondents and witnesses. Second, since 1996, the INA has authorized IJs to exercise limited civil contempt powers, but only “under regulations” that the Justice Department never promulgated.60 Aside from this, regulations expand on IJs’ ability to regulate hearings61 and require them to exercise “independent judgment and discretion.”62 Ultimately, an IJ decides whether a noncitizen will be removed.63 This decision may be oral or written, and “formal enumeration of findings is not required.”64

Noncitizens in removal proceedings, like litigants in many court systems, are entitled to a reasonable opportunity to examine evidence against them, present evidence, and cross-examine government witnesses.65 But beyond this, protections are slim. There is no right to appointed counsel under current law.66 An IJ may compel non-incriminating testimony.67 Application of the exclusionary rule is limited.68 Noncitizens lack access to discovery procedures that could uncover favorable evidence69: although IJs technically can order depositions and subpoenas,70 the only reliable way for a noncitizen to view their own case file is to file a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
request outside of the removal proceeding, with no guarantee that the results will arrive before the case concludes.\textsuperscript{71} No formal rules of evidence apply,\textsuperscript{72} and the APA’s trial-like formal hearing provisions remain inapplicable,\textsuperscript{73} removing many of the procedural protections used to ensure fair adjudications in federal and administrative courts. Although removal hearings are presumptively open to the public, there are exceptions for space limitations, the parties’ wishes, and other reasons.\textsuperscript{74}

A noncitizen who seeks review of an IJ’s order must appeal within 30 days to the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA or “Board”).\textsuperscript{75} The Board has evolved dramatically over the past two decades to streamline case processing and reduce scrutiny of IJ decisions. In the 1990s, the Board heard cases in three-member panels.\textsuperscript{76} In 1999, the Justice Department began allowing single members to issue affirmances without opinion (AWOs).\textsuperscript{77} In 2002, Attorney General John Ashcroft made single-member decisions the norm and increased use of AWOs.\textsuperscript{78} Ashcroft also limited the Board’s previously broad ability to review findings of fact and cut its membership by more than half, removing four of the five members who ruled in favor of noncitizens at the highest rates.\textsuperscript{79} Thus, one empirical study found that the data “strongly support[ed] the assertion that the Ashcroft administration was attempting to alter the Board’s ideological composition.”\textsuperscript{80} The eleven remaining members denied relief more frequently thereafter.\textsuperscript{81} As discussed below, these reforms decreased the quality of Board decision-making, causing an explosion of

\textsuperscript{71} Heeren, supra note 69, at 1571-72 (on FOIA requests and their limitations); id. at 1582-84 (on limited use of subpoenas, depositions, and witness lists).

\textsuperscript{72} E.g., Bustos-Torres v. INS, 898 F.2d 1053, 1055 (5th Cir. 1990); see also Won Kidane, Revisiting the Rules of Procedure and Evidence Applicable in Adversarial Administrative Deportation Proceedings: Lessons from the Department of Labor Rules of Evidence, 57 Cath. U. L. Rev. 93, 155-64 (2007) (arguing for adoption of Department of Labor evidentiary rules before IJs and the Board of Immigration Appeals).


\textsuperscript{74} 8 C.F.R. § 1003.27 (directing that all immigration hearings except exclusion hearings are presumptively open, but allowing IJs to close hearings under certain circumstances); Exec. Office for Immigration Review, Fact Sheet: Observing Immigration Court Hearings 1-2 (Jan. 2018), https://www.justice.gov/eoir/page/file/941991/download (listing exceptions). Hearings in detention facilities are only accessible through compliance with facility requirements. Id. at 2.

\textsuperscript{75} 8 C.F.R. § 1003.1(b).

\textsuperscript{76} T. ALEXANDER ALEINIKOFF ET AL., IMMIGRATION AND CITIZENSHIP: PROCESS AND POLICY 256 (8th ed. 2016) [hereinafter “ALEINIKOFF 8th Ed.”].

\textsuperscript{77} ALEINIKOFF 5th Ed., supra note 26, at 252 (citing 64 Fed. Reg. 56,135 (Oct. 18, 1999)). For more on the arc of streamlining reforms, see MILLER ET AL., supra note 19, at 109-14.

\textsuperscript{78} ALEINIKOFF 5th Ed., supra note 26, at 252 (citing 67 Fed. Reg. 54,878-905 (Aug. 26, 2002)).


\textsuperscript{80} MILLER ET AL., supra note 19, at 114; see also id. at 124 (plotting sharp change in mean BIA ideology score after Ashcroft downsizing).

\textsuperscript{81} Levinson, supra note 79; RAMJI-NOGALES ET AL., supra note 20, at 65-72; MILLER ET AL., supra note 19, at 116 (collecting studies).
litigation in circuit courts. The volume of remands eventually leveled off, and the Board gradually re-grew from 11 to 21 members between 2002 and 2018. However, single-member Board opinions remain the norm: a noncitizen today may receive review by a three-member panel only if their case falls into one of six unusual categories. The modern Board generally decides cases on the briefs, if any, and virtually never hears oral argument.

The Board’s decision is usually the end of the administrative process. However, Attorneys General may refer Board cases to themselves for re-determination. Although this power is common among administrative agencies, it is unusual for non-administrative U.S. courts. Invocation of this authority has been inconsistent, with recent Republican administrations using it more frequently than their Democratic counterparts. Under the Clinton Administration, the Attorney General referred three cases; under Bush, sixteen; and under Obama, four. The Trump Administration matched its predecessor’s numbers in less than two years: then-Attorney General Jeff Sessions referred four cases in the first three months of 2018 and decided each against the noncitizen. The Department of Justice intends to expand the Attorney General’s referral authority to encompass IJ decisions, even when they are...
not appealed by either party.\textsuperscript{90}

Federal courts have only narrow jurisdiction to review removal orders, further raising the stakes of the administrative process. To seek Article III review, a noncitizen must file a petition for review (PFR) before a court of appeals within 30 days of an administratively final order.\textsuperscript{91} Among other restrictions, federal courts cannot review most determinations that are discretionary by statute.\textsuperscript{92} Findings of fact are conclusive “unless any reasonable adjudicator would be compelled to conclude to the contrary,”\textsuperscript{93} though questions of law are reviewed \textit{de novo}.\textsuperscript{94} Habeas review is also available in some cases.\textsuperscript{95}

C. Bureaucratic Supervision

The bureaucratic accountability structure for IJs, which diverges from the structure faced by traditional judges and adjudicators in other administrative agencies, provides a final dimension of context for this study. Each IJ is directly supervised by an Assistant Chief IJ (ACIJ).\textsuperscript{96} Larger immigration courts have “embedded” local ACIJs, while smaller facilities are overseen remotely; there are also dedicated ACIJs to handle complaints against IJs and IJ training.\textsuperscript{97} The eighteen ACIJs are supervised by two Deputy Chief IJs and one Principal Deputy Chief IJ, each of whom report to the Chief IJ; in turn, the Chief IJ reports to the Deputy Director and Director of EOIR, who report to the Deputy Attorney General and Attorney General.\textsuperscript{98}
Notably, IJs do not enjoy the protections of Administrative Law Judges (ALJs). Until recently, to hire an ALJ, an agency had to select from a list of candidates prepared by the independent Office of Personnel Management (OPM) based on a merit selection process.99 Once hired, an ALJ is not subject to a probationary period.100 ALJs are removable only for good cause, as determined by the Merit Systems Protection Board through formal adjudication.101 Low productivity alone generally does not suffice.102 Agencies may not rate ALJ job performance,103 though ALJs can use benchmarks to self-assess their productivity.104

None of these bulwarks apply to IJs. Unlike traditional ALJ hiring, IJ hiring has always begun in EOIR, which recommends candidates to the Office of the Deputy Attorney General.105 The IJ hiring process came under scrutiny during the George W. Bush Administration, when a former Justice Department counsel admitted that she “took political considerations into account” when hiring some IJs.106 An investigation uncovered that White House and Justice Department officials had “treated [IJ hiring] like other political appointments” and illegally favored Republican party members for appointments.107

EOIR also has a disciplinary process for allegations of IJ misconduct.108 Remedial action can include counseling, training, reprimand, suspension, or...
termination.\textsuperscript{109} IJs, unlike ALJs, may be removed by the Attorney General for cause without a hearing.\textsuperscript{110} In addition, new IJs are subject to a two-year probationary period during which they may be terminated without cause.\textsuperscript{111} EOIR further asserts authority to reassign IJs at any time, even in the absence of misconduct.\textsuperscript{112}

Today, EOIR states that it evaluates IJ candidates based on temperament, legal knowledge, experience with complex issues and administrative hearings, and knowledge of judicial practices.\textsuperscript{113} New IJs are trained for approximately six weeks.\textsuperscript{114} IJs have also been subject to ongoing performance evaluations since around 2006.\textsuperscript{115} Before 2018, EOIR assessed IJs based on three criteria: legal ability, professionalism, and accountability for results, including case completion.\textsuperscript{116} In 2018, the Justice Department also imposed case quotas on IJs, meaning that an IJ who fails to complete at least 700 cases per year is now deemed unsatisfactory.\textsuperscript{117}

II. Methodology

The historical context, modern-day idiosyncrasies, and robust bureaucratic structure of the immigration courts all raise important questions about the system’s underlying nature. To advance understandings of this system, I spoke directly with former IJs to learn about their experiences. To add to the existing literature, I used a semi-structured interview format. Semi-structured interviewing offers the opportunity to address topics of interest while also allowing participants to provide new directions for inquiry.\textsuperscript{118} Unlike...
surveys, semi-structured interviews also allow the researcher to probe participant responses. I interviewed former IJs out of necessity, as EOIR policy prohibits interviews with sitting IJs. I chose to protect participants’ identities in order to minimize any fear of professional consequences and maximize the accuracy and amount of disclosures.

There are benefits and limitations to focusing on IJs. As the central decision-makers in the immigration courts and the focal point of recent pressures and criticism, IJs are uniquely positioned to offer insights into the administrative design of the system. However, IJs also have an interest in maximizing their own autonomy and resources. Speaking to former IJs may have mitigated this bias. The choice to interview IJs also means that other individuals in the hearing (notably, the noncitizen subject) are not the focus. An emphasis on IJs can therefore only tell part of the story of immigration adjudication, and other research can fill this gap by attending to the experience of noncitizens in removal proceedings.

The semi-structured interview format also has limitations that I have tried to take into account. For instance, it is not always possible to verify participants’ narratives. Where corroboration is available, I provide it; however, some disclosures are difficult to verify by design, as they concern the internal personnel practices of a federal agency. I leave it to the reader to decide how much weight to give these statements, and I invite disagreement with my choice to credit them in my analysis.

In addition, qualitative analysis and the interview format can be susceptible to researcher biases. Framing and sequencing of questions, for example, can affect responses and introduce inconsistencies. Analysis may also be colored by the researcher’s perspective. Because I began from a position of skepticism about whether the immigration court system was truly a court system, I attempted to avoid pre-judgment while interviews were ongoing. I have also taken care to report IJ perspectives that complicate my findings.

---

119. GALLETTA, supra note 118, at 24.
120. U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, IMMIGRATION COURT PRACTICE MANUAL, ch. 1, r. 1.4(d).
121. See generally, e.g., Susan Bibler Coutin, Suspension of Deportation Hearings: Racialization, Immigration, and ‘Americanness,’ 8 J. LATIN AM. ANTHRO. 58 (2003) (studying criteria through which IJs assessed “deservingness” during pre-IIRIRA suspension of deportation hearings). A number of scholars have also explored the experiences of noncitizens in the immigration system beyond the hearing context. See generally, e.g., Emily Ryo, Fostering Legal Cynicism Through Immigration Detention, 90 S. CAL. L. REV. 999 (2017) (analyzing surveys and post-release interviews of noncitizens subject to immigration detention); Menjivar & Abrego, supra note 44 (documenting impact of the fear of enforcement actions on immigrants’ livelihoods, including those with and without legal status); Menjivar, supra note 44 (undertaking ethnographic analysis of the effects of uncertain legal status on the lives of Salvadoran and Guatemalan immigrants).
122. GALLETTA, supra note 118, at 104-05.
123. PATTON, supra note 118, at 349.
A. Process

Before identifying topics and recruiting participants, I surveyed existing literature on the design of the immigration system to formulate a research question.124 I then drafted a semi-structured interview protocol. The questions began from a broad frame, asking participants to describe the purposes of the system and the role of the IJ, as well as the atmosphere in each participant’s hearing room and each individual’s perceived authority, constraints, and decision-making process.125 Questioning then shifted into specific inquiries about administrative accountability, relationships with other decision-makers, and background and training.126 I closed by following up on any outstanding threads and asking participants whether they had any other relevant aspects of their experiences to share.127

After receiving Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval, I began recruiting participants and conducting interviews between January and March of 2018. I pursued two recruitment channels simultaneously:

• First, I requested that NAIJ, the IJ union, refer me to former IJs through its online contact form. This resulted in two connections with “NAIJ-affiliated” former IJs (former IJs who continue to be active in NAIJ circles), whom I asked to serve as knowledgeable referrers.

• Second, I searched commercial internet search engines and public record databases for names of former IJs. I generated a list of 46 former IJs and Board members, and I found contact information for 20, all of whom I sent unsolicited recruitment emails.

I pursued both strategies to maximize the number of interviews I could conduct. I also wanted to maximize the chance that I could identify any systemic bias in viewpoints among NAIJ-affiliated former IJs, as opposed to non-NAIJ-affiliated individuals.

My interviews with former IJs exposed a range of views about the priorities of EOIR administrators, and each interviewee made clear that their ACIJ was their primary point of contact with these agency higher-ups. To paint a fuller picture, I secured additional IRB approval to interview former EOIR bureaucrats, and I opted to focus on ACIJs. Again, I compiled a list of former ACIJs and contact information, and I asked a subset of the former IJs I interviewed to refer former EOIR administrators. As before, I pursued every lead.

124. GALLETTA, supra note 118, at 11 (suggesting that “[t]he existing literature should inform your development of a research question, selection of methods for data collection, and formulation of an analytical framework”).
125. See id. at 46–47 (recommending open-ended questions at start of interview, followed by probes for clarification).
126. Id. at 50.
127. Id. at 52.
I was able to contact four former administrators; three consented to inter-
views in April of 2018, and one declined.

Before each interview, I explained the study and received informed con-
sent. During each interview, I typed notes that were as close to verbatim as
possible. After each interview, I summarized my notes and attempted to
make sense of the data by identifying recurring themes and categorizing
them based on participants’ accounts and the existing scholarly literature.
The summary of findings below is an attempt to balance brevity with thick
descriptions, with emphasis on themes that provide new texture or break new
explanatory ground.

B. Dataset

I interviewed four former IJs through the NAIJ referral process, and eight
through the unsolicited email process, for a total of twelve participants. Some of the eight unsolicited-email IJs also appeared to be NAIJ-affiliated,
but at least three or four did not appear to be NAIJ-affiliated. Every time I
spoke with an IJ, I asked them to refer me to other IJs. I did not notice any
systematic difference in opinions expressed by NAIJ-affiliated IJs, except
that the sole IJ who expressed general support for Trump Administration pro-
posals was non-affiliated. In addition to the twelve participants, I interviewed
three former EOIR administrators.

I refer to each participant as “IJ#” and use gender-neutral pronouns (they,
them, their) to protect their identities. I do the same for EOIR administrators,
coding them as “EOIR#.” In a few instances where specifying even a code
number could risk revealing an individual’s identity, I have withheld it.

The twelve participants served as IJs for between two and 31 years, with
the median length of service (excluding time spent on the Board) being
approximately 17.5 years and the average about 16.25 years. The partici-
pants were split evenly across presidential party of appointment, with two
who became IJs during the Reagan Administration, two who took the bench
during the first Bush Administration, six who became IJs during the Clinton
Administration, and two who became IJs during the second Bush
Administration. The earliest participant to depart the IJ role did so in 1995,
while the most recent retired in 2017. Four of the twelve participants stated
that all or most of their docket involved detained noncitizens. Three were
women and nine were men.

128. PATTON, supra note 118, at 407-08.
129. Id. at 458-62.
130. Id. at 467, 503.
131. Because this Article focuses on the role of the IJ, and the twelve former IJs provided the bulk of
the findings, references to “participants” concern the twelve former IJ-interviewees, not the three EOIR
administrators.
132. Two participants had also served as non-temporary members of the Board of Immigration
Appeals, with their average length of Board service being eight years.
I also received a 751-word written response from a non-NAIJ-affiliated IJ who declined to speak with me directly but consented to corresponding in writing. This IJ served on the bench for about 15 years. The IJ did not respond to my questions but provided “comments regarding the purpose of the Immigration Court, the functions of immigration judges, and [their] experiences as an immigration judge.”133 This written response lacks many of the methodological benefits of the interviews, as I was unable to probe the IJ’s answers. Nevertheless, I incorporate it where appropriate with its limitations in mind.134

Asylum denial rates are publicly available for eleven of the twelve participants, and the one IJ who declined an interview but submitted a written response, for at least some years.135 These rates can offer a broad indication of whether an IJ generally applies the law in a more or less restrictionist manner, though the nature of the cases that different IJs adjudicate can also vary widely. By the end of each of these IJs’ time on the bench, their denial rates were between about 20 percent and about 90 percent. Six judges had denial rates between approximately 40 percent and approximately 60 percent; four had rates above 60 percent; and two had rates below 40 percent. During these years, the national average denial rate fluctuated between around 50 percent and around 60 percent. Accordingly, the sample appears at least somewhat representative of national grant rates.

After the participant interviews, I interviewed three administrators. Each one individually served in EOIR for multiple decades and left during the Obama or Trump Administration. Two worked as ACIJs, while a third interacted with IJs and ACIJs for some portion of their time in EOIR.

Separately from the interviews, I also filed a FOIA request for documents on IJ training, evaluation, supervision, and the NAIJ-EOIR labor agreement. EOIR produced responsive documents with redactions, none of which were ultimately relevant to this study.136

III. FINDINGS

Speaking with twelve former IJs and three former EOIR administrators yielded many insights into the nature of the immigration court system. In this Part, I briefly contextualize and summarize these findings. I then offer a detailed account of the accumulated “court-like” or “judicial” aspects of the

133. IJW1.
134. See infra notes 145, 384 (corroborating reports by interview participants).
136. All of these documents are available for download at https://app.box.com/s/2kxxuhlui67i513ecb6ixarow4ga2llk.
system, followed by a bevy of more “bureaucratic” mechanisms through which the Justice Department and EOIR administrators regulate IJ decision-making. I conclude this Part by qualifying these findings and explaining why they are nevertheless instructive.

A. Summary

The fifteen interviews revealed numerous themes relating to the judicial and bureaucratic aspects of the immigration court system. In distinguishing these two categories, I recognize that not all courts look alike. Thus, to capture prevailing U.S. conceptions of courts as independent mechanisms of dispute resolution, I adopt Robert Kagan’s framework of “adversarial legalism.”\footnote{See generally ROBERT A. KAGAN, ADVERSARIAL LEGALISM: THE AMERICAN WAY OF LAW (2001).} Owing to the U.S.’s anti-authoritarian traditions and New Deal-era shifts towards activist government, adversarial legalism is formal, non-hierarchical, and highly participatory.\footnote{Id. at 9-16.} While adversarial legal institutions facilitate creative advocacy through their conception of the trial as a contest, they may also be inconsistent, inefficient, and unequal.\footnote{Id. at 4 (noting that “adversarial legalism is a markedly inefficient, complex, costly, punitive, and unpredictable method of governance and dispute resolution”); id. at 75 (describing how lack of counsel can lead adversarial legalism to be “judge-dominated, yet without the same level of commitment to norms of legality that are inculcated in highly professional, hierarchically organized European judicial systems”).} In contrast to the “court-like” or “judicial” nature of adversarial legalism, ideal “bureaucratic” systems are hierarchical structures of policy implementation in which decision-makers’ discretion is limited.\footnote{MAX WEBER, ECONOMY AND SOCIETY 223-26 (Guenther Roth & Clause Wittich eds., 1968).} In practice, of course, bureaucracies often depart from this ideal—for example, due to tensions between street-level decision-makers and organizational goals.\footnote{MICHAEL LIPSKY, STREET-LEVEL BUREAUCRACY: DILEMMAS OF THE INDIVIDUAL IN PUBLIC SERVICES 18-23 (1980). For more on street-level bureaucracies, see infra Part IV.A.}

With this in mind, participants’ responses highlighted both judicial and bureaucratic facets of the immigration court system. First, participants pointed to two currents of actual or apparent judicialization: more searching review from Article III federal courts and EOIR’s self-conscious adoption of the trappings of courts. Participants shared that the Attorney General’s attempts to expedite deportations in 2002 by reforming the BIA backfired, instead triggering increased Article III scrutiny of IJ tone and decision-writing. Some participants also suggested that the Justice Department and EOIR employed the trappings of courts to enhance public perceptions of legitimacy, with one calling removal hearings “stage setting[s]” designed to provide “the illusion of due process.”\footnote{IJ4.}

Second, participants emphasized deep-seated systems of bureaucratic control and related pathologies within EOIR. Many, but not all, expressed
distrust for administrative supervisors and indicated that higher-ups’ views of IJ responsibilities did not always align with IJs’ goals, echoing characteristics of street-level bureaucracies like schools and police departments. Participants also related that they experienced hierarchical case processing pressures, starting well before EOIR imposed case completion quotas on individual IJs, and subjugation of their docket-management authority to enforcement goals. Some further perceived top-down restrictionist or expansionist policy pressures from the White House and Attorney General, which manifested in partisan hiring, firing, and rhetoric. Lastly, some IJs reported that their jobs had become less satisfying over time as changes in law constrained their discretion to grant relief.

Aside from these themes, stark resource challenges were a pervasive background condition. Eight participants and two administrators cited this as a primary frustration, explaining that IJs had insufficient time, working long hours without denting their backlogs; insufficient staff, having to split clerks across two or more IJs; and insufficient interpreters. EOIR’s resource issues are well-documented and longstanding. EOIR appropriations have failed to keep pace with caseloads for years.

Eight participants also expressed disappointment that morale-boosting nationwide conferences had been cancelled in recent years due to lack of funding. A Government Accountability Office report confirms that EOIR did not hold conferences in 2011, 2012, and 2013, citing resource constraints, and did not hold a conference in 2014, citing “the increase in workload” from Central American women and children seeking refuge. GAO 2016, supra note 96, at 45.

Standing alone,
they cannot explain the agency’s peculiarities, but they are relevant insofar as they amplify IJs’ feelings of indignity and bureaucratization.

Two final points merit emphasis. First, all twelve participants seemed to have worked diligently and in good faith while on the bench. They emphasized that they strove to meet their obligations as best as they could, often under difficult circumstances; indeed, most described working overtime to give cases the attention they deserved, and all cared enough by design to share their experiences for this study. Second, participants agreed that, except in a few unusual circumstances, they had never been pressured to decide an individual case in a specific way, evincing the persistence of at least one core norm.149

B. Forces of Judicialization

Despite the relative informality of removal hearings, multiple participants described a gradual shift towards actual or ostensible “judicialization,” or the adoption of certain features of judges in adversarial legal courts.150 As one participant phrased it:

[A]s we’ve become more used to rights and becoming a permanent resident here has become more valuable and more scarce, [the process has] become more legal . . . . It became more and more formalized.151

Participants offered two explanations for this judicialization. First, a number of participants felt that Article III judges had imposed judicial norms on IJ tone and decision-writing after “streamlining” reforms in 2002; some expressed that these norms felt incongruous with the purpose and structure of removal hearings. Second, and more superficially, some participants described the effect that “trappings” of courts, like robes and benches, could have on perceptions of legitimacy, and a few suggested that the Justice Department leveraged these aesthetic tools to construct a façade of independence.

149. IJ1 (“I did not ever feel that anybody was pressuring me to decide a case differently than I wanted to decide it.”); IJ2 (“[P]erformance metrics have always been careful not to dictate the outcome of the case.”); IJ3 (“[N]obody ever told you, ‘you should decide a case this way.’”); IJ6 (“[T]here was no one telling you in an individual case how you had to rule. It’s more like general policies.”); IJ7 (EOIR “would take these actions that would essentially dictate outcomes or encourage certain outcomes out of a lack of understanding . . . [but] I didn’t feel I was being told specifically how to decide cases . . . .”); IJ11 (reporting no top-down pressures, and relating that evaluation metrics were “mostly out of my mind”); IJ12 (“I never was pressured to make a particular decision in a particular case.”); see also EOIR3 (“[T]here was never, ever, any attempt to influence how a judge would decide. Which is, quite frankly, then why you do have the disparity . . . of denial rates in different courts.”).

150. See supra notes 137-141 and accompanying text.

151. IJ10.
1. **Article III Scrutiny and the Post-Streamlining Norm Shift**

The judicial branch has occasionally imposed court-like norms on removal proceedings.\(^{152}\) Indeed, when asked to describe the purpose of immigration courts, one participant responded:

I think it was designed to give some appearance of due process, but not due process. And then I think over time, as they took on a title—immigration judge—and took on more of the trappings of real judges, as judicial review from the circuits began to hold them more to the standards of real judges, it’s become more like an independent court.\(^{153}\)

Scholars have identified tensions between the judicial and political branches over the identity of the immigration system.\(^{154}\) However, these accounts have often focused on judicial rebuttals to formal policies, rather than court-like expectations more generally.\(^{155}\) In contrast, many participants, echoing IJ union officials,\(^{156}\) described the tension between circuit expectations and daily EOIR supervision rather directly:

Who is your boss? Day-to-day, your boss is the EOIR, but when the Court of Appeals reverses the decision, then your boss is the Court of Appeals. . . . You have to be very careful because, if you cut corners, then the Court of Appeals is going to yell at you about violating people’s due process rights.\(^{157}\)

I always think there’s this tension between higher-ups at the Justice Department who really don’t want [IJs] to be independent judges. They want them to appear to the public as independent judges, but really still want them to be Department of Justice employees who aren’t going to go too far out in terms of their decisions.\(^{158}\)

---

152. An early example was *Wong Yang Sung*, in which the Supreme Court briefly imposed a role separation requirement on INS hearing officers. *See supra* notes 31-38 and accompanying text.

153. IJ3.


156. *See, e.g., sources cited supra* note 21.

157. IJ12.

158. IJ3.
Partly because they’re trying to run [EOIR] as a government agency instead of as a court, there are a lot of things that don’t work very well.\footnote{159}

In [EOIR headquarters in] Falls Church they love the statistics and worry about productivity, but they really forget about the purpose of the system which is to decide cases and to [provide] due process . . . . [I]t’s not an agency, it’s a court.\footnote{160}

Participants said that Attorney General John Ashcroft’s efforts to “streamline” the BIA marked a paradigm shift in Article III scrutiny of IJs. Ashcroft expanded summary affirmances and one-member opinions, limited Board review of factual determinations, and removed or reassigned noncitizen-friendly Board members, all presumably to expedite proceedings.\footnote{161} Instead, six participants reported that the reforms advanced judicialization by increasing circuit scrutiny of IJ decision-writing and tone.\footnote{162} As one phrased it, before the reforms, the IJ would make the record, while the Board would clean up opinions for appellate review;\footnote{163} Multiple participants felt that the Board ceased to do this after the reforms,\footnote{164} and the ensuing flood of petitions for review (PFRs) to circuit courts supports their accounts.\footnote{165}

Participants stated that these changes precipitated a shift in attention from circuit courts, which began to issue searing critiques of IJs; these critiques, in turn, often triggered disciplinary proceedings against IJs.\footnote{166} One participant described this as a “very stressful” time, and believed that the Justice Department’s Office of Professional Responsibility would review every circuit court remand to determine whether the IJ should be disciplined.\footnote{167} Another said, “IJJs that were getting singled out by the circuits . . . were being treated by the Department as though they had embezzled money.”\footnote{168} An administrator agreed that “the climate at DOJ at that time” was tense.\footnote{169} One participant said they were removed from the bench due to circuit criticism.\footnote{170}

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item\footnote{159}{IJ7. For more on case completion quotas, see infra Part III.C.ii.a.}
\item\footnote{160}{IJ5.}
\item\footnote{161}{See supra notes 78-83 and accompanying text.}
\item\footnote{162}{IJ1; IJ3; IJ4; IJ5; IJ7; IJ12.}
\item\footnote{163}{IJ12.}
\item\footnote{164}{IJ1; IJ12.}
\item\footnote{165}{E.g., Exec. Office for Immigration Review, Fact Sheet: BIA Restructuring and Streamlining Procedures (Mar. 9, 2006), \url{https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/eoir/legacy/2008/05/16/BIAStreamliningFactSheet030906.pdf} (noting that “more aliens are appealing BIA decisions to the federal circuit courts than ever before”).}
\item\footnote{166}{E.g., IJ1; IJ3; IJ6; IJ8; IJ12.}
\item\footnote{167}{IJ12; accord IJ1.}
\item\footnote{168}{IJ3.}
\item\footnote{169}{EOIR2.}
\item\footnote{170}{IJ code withheld to protect anonymity.}
\end{itemize}
These narratives accord with other accounts.\textsuperscript{171} Between approximately 2003 and 2008, descriptions of the “crisis on the immigration bench” proliferated.\textsuperscript{172} Since EOIR discipline and circuit court deliberations are shielded from public view, some of participants’ impressions are difficult to verify. However, then-Attorney General Alberto Gonzales did order a nationwide IJ performance review in 2006,\textsuperscript{173} and public reports of IJ discipline further support participants’ accounts.\textsuperscript{174}

Participants’ responses also indicated that circuit court pressures were largely focused on IJs’ tone and reasoning, not structural issues. In particular, participants emphasized an expectation that their decisions appear “court-like” to withstand Article III review. Circuit courts made clear that they expected “an in-depth [legal] analysis” from IJs, not the “quick process” that oral decisions were designed to be.\textsuperscript{175} Participants expressed that this felt incongruous with the lack of resources and administrative pressures they faced.\textsuperscript{176} One participant noted that oral decisions, which administrators encouraged IJs to use in order to process cases more efficiently, simply did not read well.\textsuperscript{177} As another phrased it:

[The courts of appeals] started demanding more precision from the BIA, a lot more precision from the IJs... And it was designed at the outset to be a quick process. It was never designed to be an in-depth analysis like you do in federal court. Now all of a sudden, they wanted the immigration judges to do these lengthy decisions citing cases.... And so decisions that used to be quick now were taking 35, 40, 50, 60 minutes or more.\textsuperscript{178}


\textsuperscript{175} IJ4; see also IJ1.

\textsuperscript{176} IJ3; IJ4; IJ5; IJ7; IJ12; see also IJ1.

\textsuperscript{177} IJ7.

\textsuperscript{178} IJ4. The former IJ further remarked, “There’s something fine about doing that, but you can’t have any case completion goals.” Id. For more on such goals, see infra Part III.C.ii.a.
Scholars have cited federal courts’ naming-and-shaming of IJs after streamlining as an example of “problem-oriented oversight,” through which Article III courts identify and address entrenched problems in agency administration. In this case, the effects seem to have been lasting but narrow, as participants’ focus on the increased time it took to write detailed decisions, but not the time it took to reach them, suggests that the thrust of circuit court scrutiny may have increased the proportion of IJs’ time spent on decision-writing but not decision-making (although, to be sure, the two are closely related).

More specifically, federal-court criticisms tended to fall into two categories. First, courts expressed frustration over some IJs’ tenor towards noncitizens, which raised questions of bias. Second, courts critiqued inadequate reasoning in IJ decisions, including lack of evidence or case law. In either case, courts reserved the harshest scrutiny for cases in which IJs egregiously transgressed norms of judicial demeanor and reason-giving. At the same time, the Article III judiciary declined to intervene structurally by striking down streamlining regulations, thereby affirming the groundbreaking shift

180. E.g., Huang v. Gonzales, 453 F.3d 142, 150 (2d Cir. 2006) (finding “manifest on this record” the IJ’s “hostility toward [the respondent] and apparent bias against him and perhaps other Chinese asylum applicants”); Cham v. Att’y Gen. of U.S., 445 F.3d 683, 690-91 (3d Cir. 2006) (“We began with a reminder of the ‘dignity,’ ‘respect,’ ‘courtesy,’ and ‘fairness,’ that a litigant should expect to receive in an American courtroom.”); Hajderasi v. Gonzales, 166 F. App’x 580, 582 (2d Cir. 2006) (critiquing IJ’s “sarcastic tone and . . . manner of questioning, which is easily perceived as badgering,” but denying PFR); Wang v. Att’y Gen. of U.S., 423 F.3d 260, 267 (3d Cir. 2005) (noting multiple times in which circuit had to “caution[] [IJ]s against making intemperate or humiliating remarks during immigration proceedings”); Dawoud v. Gonzales, 424 F.3d 608, 610 (7th Cir. 2005) (remarking that IJ’s “opinion [was] riddled with inappropriate and extraneous comments”); Mece v. Gonzales, 415 F.3d 562, 575 (6th Cir. 2005) (sharply criticizing the IJ’s “hostile and at times become extraordinarily abusive”); Nuru v. Gonzales, 404 F.3d 1207, 1229 (9th Cir. 2005) (“Some of the [IJ’s] comments both during the hearing and when issuing his oral ruling were highly caustic and without substance.”); Reyes-Melendez v. INS, 342 F.3d 1001, 1007 (9th Cir. 2003) (“The record . . . indisputably demonstrates that the IJ was hostile towards [the respondent] and judged his behavior as being morally bankrupt.”).
181. E.g., Recinos De Leon v. Gonzales, 400 F.3d 1185, 1187, 1193-96 (9th Cir. 2005) (critiquing a “literally incomprehensible opinion by an [IJ],” attacking the IJ’s “rambling set of oral observations” as an appendix, and naming the IJ); Guchshenkov v. Ashcroft, 366 F.3d 554, 560 (7th Cir. 2004) (Posner, J.) (finding that IJ’s analysis fell far below the minimum required to support an administrative decision, and deeming this “one more indication of systemic failure by the judicial officers of the immigration service to provide reasoned analysis”).
182. The exception may be the Seventh Circuit, particularly the Hon. Richard A. Posner, who criticized immigration adjudication in sweeping terms for over a decade. See, e.g., Chavarria-Reyes v. Lynch, 845 F.3d 275, 280 (7th Cir. 2016) (Posner, J., dissenting) (“The Immigration Court, though lodged in the Justice Department, is the least competent federal agency, though in fairness it may well owe its dismal status to its severe underfunding by Congress . . . .”); Benslimane v. Gonzales, 430 F.3d 828, 829-30 (7th Cir. 2005) (Posner, J.) (collecting Seventh Circuit remands and stating that “the adjudication of [immigration] cases at the administrative level has fallen below the minimum standards of legal justice”). For eight of eleven years between 2006 and 2016, inclusive, the Seventh Circuit had the highest EOIR remand rate of any circuit court. John Guendelsberger, Reversals and Remands Over the Last 11 Years, 11-1 Immigr. L. Advisor 4 (2017), https://www.justice.gov/eoir/page/file/934171/download.
183. E.g., Blanco de Belbruno v. Ashcroft, 362 F.3d 272, 278-83 (4th Cir. 2004); Zhang v. U.S. Dep’t of Justice, 362 F.3d 155, 156-60 (2d Cir. 2004); Loulou v. Ashcroft, 354 F.3d 706, 708-09 (8th Cir. 2004).
in the role of the Board of Immigration Appeals, which had previously corrected a much broader range of errors.

Many participants agreed that pressures from federal-court review eased over time, though they never fully returned to pre-streamlining levels.184 The persistence of the change reflects a shift in legal practice, as circuit review has become a normal part of immigration litigation.185 It may also be attributable to some courts and commentators who continue to be critical of EOIR.186 In addition to affecting Board review, streamlining also effectively decreased the Article III process available to some noncitizens. The Second Circuit, which had been the last circuit to offer oral argument to nearly all litigants, implemented its first non-argument calendar in 2005 to process post-streamlining immigration caseloads.187

Streamlining prompted additional changes. Although Congress declined to respond legislatively,188 criticism pushed the Justice Department to act. Attorney General Gonzales proposed twenty-two measures in 2006 to improve quality and efficiency, including hiring more Board members,

---

2003), reh'g granted (2004); Yuk v. Ashcroft, 355 F.3d 1222, 1228-32 (10th Cir. 2004); Ofosri v. Ashcroft, 354 F.3d 609, 618-19 (7th Cir. 2003); Denko v. INS, 351 F.3d 717, 725-32 (6th Cir. 2003); Carriche v. Ashcroft, 335 F.3d 1009, 1013-19 (9th Cir.), amended and superseded on denial of reh'g, 350 F.3d 845 (9th Cir. 2003); Mendoza v. U.S. Att'y Gen., 327 F.3d 1283, 1288-89 (11th Cir. 2003); Soadjede v. Ashcroft, 324 F.3d 830, 831-33 (5th Cir. 2003) (per curiam); Albathani v. INS, 318 F.3d 365, 375-79 (1st Cir. 2003); Dia v. Ashcroft, 353 F.3d 228, 236-45 (3d Cir. 2003) (en banc); Capital Area Immigrants’ Rights Coal. v. U.S. Dep’t of Justice, 264 F. Supp. 2d 14, 25-39 (D.D.C. 2003).

184. IJ1 (“There were some corrections back . . . [b]ut I wouldn’t say it was entirely corrected.”); IJ3 (“I don’t know if there’s that sense of doom anymore” regarding circuit courts); IJ4 (“[T]hey hired a few more judges. The caseloads started to even out a little bit.”); IJ5 (“The courts started to see . . . a little bit of improvement, and they stood down a bit . . . .”); IJ7 (“Things got a little better . . . .”); IJ10 (“The Board eventually got much better” in its use of AWOs).


186. E.g., Johnson, supra note 14, at 322-25 (collecting continued critiques of IJs and the BIA).


188. Congress’s proposed solutions to the crisis involved neither hiring more IJs nor protecting noncitizen respondents; rather, most legislative proposals were focused on protecting Article III judges. Some members proposed requiring a circuit judge to certify the reviewability of any immigration PFR, further constraining judicial review; the proposal failed amid resistance from circuit judges. See Jill E. Family, Stripping Judicial Review During Immigration Reform: The Certificate of Reviewability, 8 NEW. L.J. 499, 506-39 (2008). Around the same time, then-Senator Arlen Specter unsuccessfully suggested redirecting all immigration appeals to the Federal Circuit to shield other circuit courts from PFRs. Michael J. Wishnie, “A Boy Gets into Trouble” : Service Members, Civil Rights, and Veterans’ Law Exceptionalism, 97 B.U.L. REV. 1709, 1740-41 (2017).
establishing embedded ACIJs in larger immigration courts, and implementing annual performance evaluations.\textsuperscript{189} Scholars have expressed approval of these changes but contend that problems persist.\textsuperscript{190} Participants generally did not report strong feelings about circuit courts in more recent years; aside from having to be familiar with circuit precedent, most did not perceive that they had any relationship with the court in their jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{191}

2. \textit{Accumulating Legitimacy through the Trappings of Courts}

The Justice Department and EOIR have also adopted reforms that were not compelled by court orders or criticism. The traditional scholarly account frames these as responsive to due process concerns.\textsuperscript{192} Participants indicated that this was only part of the story: some experienced voluntary judicialization as legitimacy-enhancing, irrespective of its effects on fairness. As one explained, “one of the reasons for the separation and the creation of EOIR was to show a sense of independence, that [IJ]s weren’t just a mouthpiece for INS, but that in fact [we] were independent adjudicators.”\textsuperscript{193} Others suggested that judicial hallmarks masked the true nature of the IJ’s role:

[W]e were sitting on a bench wearing robes, and I felt to some degree . . . [the question] was, to what degree can you bluff to make it look like you have more control over this than you really do? Because if lawyers started, like, jumping on tables singing and dancing, what could you do?\textsuperscript{194}

[In response to the question, “What is the purpose of immigration court?”] The illusion of due process. It’s a stage setting. It’s nothing more. . . . There is a small window in which judges, in order to do their job, exercise some discretionary function in deciding cases. But that’s about it.\textsuperscript{195}

Conversely, some participants expressed that certain frustrations they faced as resource-starved IJs detracted from their judge-like appearance and, in turn, their legitimacy.\textsuperscript{196}

First, multiple participants noted that the transition from SIOs to IJs entailed the donning of black judicial robes. One participant told an

\textsuperscript{189} See U.S. Dep’t of Justice, \textit{supra} note 115, at 1-7.
\textsuperscript{190} Caplow, \textit{supra} note 83, at 32-41; Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse, \textbf{Immigration Courts: Still a Troubled Institution}, \textit{supra} note 97; GAO 2016, \textit{supra} note 96, at 45.
\textsuperscript{191} E.g., IJ3; IJ11; IJ12.
\textsuperscript{192} A Leinikoff 5th Ed., \textit{supra} note 26, at 249.
\textsuperscript{193} IJ2.
\textsuperscript{194} IJ3.
\textsuperscript{195} IJ4.
apocryphal story from a celebration of modern immigration courts in the late 1990s.\footnote{197} According to this participant, a speaker at the event stated that although IJs wanted to wear judicial robes in the 1970s, the Justice Department was resistant to permitting them. The Department changed its mind, said the speaker, when a hearing officer quelled a detention center riot by donning a black robe, standing on a table, and declaring, “We have heard your complaints, and they will be answered.” After that, the speaker said, the agency agreed to allow robes; offices were turned into courtrooms, and tables into judges’ benches.\footnote{198}

The story, while far-fetched and probably untrue, evinces a self-awareness of the legitimizing effect that the robe has on subjects of state coercion. History provides additional context. SIOs were permitted to wear robes in 1973 after a “vigorous campaign.”\footnote{199} For 21 years thereafter, some IJs presumably opted to dress in robes, while others may have declined to do so. That changed in 1994 with a directive from the Chief IJ:

To enhance the credibility of the proceedings, the Judge’s robe, a traditional symbol of dignity and authority, has been provided for each Immigration Judge. . . . Therefore, it is the policy of the Office of the Chief Immigration Judge that each Immigration Judge shall wear a traditional black judicial robe when conducting a hearing where one or more of the parties are present . . . .\footnote{200}

This directive, like the apocryphal story of the riot, demonstrates EOIR’s consciousness of the “credibility” that the robe would bring to removal hearings. The directive treats the robe as external-facing, and thus does not require IJs to wear it around staff.\footnote{201} Still, it requires IJs to wear robes in some circumstances in which district court judges need not do so.\footnote{202} More recent guidelines for cases involving minors note that the robe “is a symbol of the Immigration Judge’s independence and authority,” but permit IJs to

\footnote{197}{IJ3.}
\footnote{198}{Id.}
\footnote{199}{Rawitz, supra note 31, at 458; accord James P. Vandello, Perspective of an Immigration Judge, 80 DENV. U. L. REV. 770, 771 (2003).}
\footnote{200}{EXEC. OFFICE FOR IMMIGRATION REVIEW, U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, OPPM 94-10, WEARING OF THE ROBE DURING IMMIGRATION JUDGE HEARINGS 1 (1994).}
\footnote{201}{In contrast, one of two participants who served on the Board noted, “Most of the time the Board members just dress with pants and a polo shirt, not with a robe. We might have one and a shirt and a tie sitting in the office in case . . . but that’s not what you wear to sit in an office and crank out written material.” IJ code withheld to protect anonymity.}
\footnote{202}{For example, the Hon. Jack B. Weinstein of the Eastern District of New York leaves behind his robes during pre-trial conferences. “The high bench, the robes, they are an impediment,” he says, to the public’s sense that “this is their courthouse . . . their justice, their system.” Arnold H. Lubasch, Jack Weinstein: Creative U.S. Judge Who Disdains Robe and High Bench, N.Y. TIMES (May 28, 1991), https://www.nytimes.com/1991/05/28/nyregion/jack-weinstein-creative-us-judge-who-disdains-robe-and-high-bench.html.}
remove robes if this “would add to the child’s ability to participate.”

Aside from robes, one participant lamented that the small size of immigration hearing rooms contributed to the feeling that removal hearings were “Mickey Mouse” proceedings. Participants also cited other, more substantive issues. Three noted the lack of in-court security. Some also complained that IJs generally had no input into hiring of staff, including clerks. Others criticized the unreliable, outdated recording and computer equipment used by EOIR. One described a computer crash that disabled EOIR’s docketing system for weeks in 2014.

Lastly, some participants felt that even as they had strived to provide the parties before them with due process, EOIR’s adoption of “due process” rhetoric to justify reforms was misleading. As one said, the evolution of the immigration courts “was always sort of putting patches on a system that was really designed to do something very different back in the ‘70s.” Others were more direct, particularly when discussing case completion quotas:

If you read [the January 2018 case processing memo], Director McHenry uses the word ‘due process’ three or four times. But then if you read the whole email, my bias is, we’re just paying lip service to that.

[T]he agency will give lip service to due process and tell you, “you gotta respect due process,” but if they’re pressuring you to complete cases very fast, there’s no way to do that consistent with due process.

C. Mechanisms of Bureaucratic Control

Many participants also discussed the day-to-day supervision provided by EOIR. Unlike the effects of the 2002-2003 Ashcroft reforms, EOIR’s mechanisms of administrative supervision over IJs are increasingly recognized but relatively under-analyzed.

204. IJ5.
205. IJ3; IJ4; IJ5.
206. IJ5; IJ7; IJ9.
207. IJ1; IJ4; IJ5.
209. IJ3.
210. IJ2.
211. IJ7.
Each participant stated that their primary supervisor was their assigned ACIJ. Some participants reported positive relationships with their supervisors, while others expressed concerns that echoed common pathologies of street-level bureaucracies. First, some participants related a sense of “role confusion,” or dissonance between their self-conception of the role of an IJ and Justice Department expectations. Examples included the Department’s failure to authorize IJs to hold attorneys in contempt, its use of EOIR administrators to promulgate policies, and the Attorney General’s perceived support of IJs who defied controlling law. Some participants also perceived certain EOIR administrators as not understanding the challenges of immigration adjudication and intolerant of “insubordination.”

Second, participants shared various mechanisms of bureaucratic control used by the Justice Department and EOIR higher-ups. They described formal oversight mechanisms—case completion pressures, then-impending quotas, and control of immigration court dockets—that contributed to a sense that IJs were used as tools to meet enforcement goals. They also highlighted actions or statements that generated top-down policy influences under restrictionist or expansionist administrations, including some participants who alleged partisan hiring and firing and others who complained about anti-immigrant rhetoric from EOIR. Some participants further noted that their discretion to grant relief had decreased over time, diminishing their satisfaction with their role.212

1. Competing Role Definitions and Distrust of Administrators

   a. Frustrations with the Justice Department: Contempt, Closed Courtrooms, and “Rogue” IJs

   One participant stated that Justice Department officials had “role confusion” in that they viewed IJs as “attorneys representing a client, namely, the U.S. government.”213 This reflected analogous concerns voiced by other participants.214 One said:

   We are owned lock stock and barrel by the Department of Justice. . . . They treat us like fungible employees. They have absolutely no independent respect for us. . . . The Department of Justice sets the rules, sets the regulations, does the hiring, does the disciplining.215

---

212. Importantly, one IJ did not express any of these concerns. Rather, they reported positive relationships with their ACIJs and no concerns about case management pressures, docket control, or partisanship. IJ11.

213. IJ7.

214. It also accords with public statements of IJ union officials. See, e.g., supra note 21 and accompanying text.

215. IJ4.
Interviewees complained about three issues that they believed reflected this role confusion. First, although Congress authorized a contempt power for IJs in 1996, eight of twelve participants expressed frustration that the Justice Department had declined to promulgate regulations to implement the power against DHS attorneys. Participants believed that the Justice Department was reluctant to implement the contempt power because it did not want DHS attorneys to be subject to IJ sanctions. Although these participants professed that they could control their courtrooms, they felt their authority would be stronger if they could sanction fraudulent lawyers or recalcitrant agencies. Two participants suggested that authorizing contempt power would reduce inter-agency delays in processing applications for relief. Echoing these complaints, scholars have criticized coordination failures between agencies tasked with immigration enforcement and adjudication.

Second, one administrator indicated that the Justice Department used EOIR officials to issue policy directives. As evidence, this administrator cited a memorandum issued ten days after the attacks of September 11, 2001 ordering certain “special interest” proceedings, as designated by the Attorney General “in secret, without any established standards or procedures,” to be closed to the public. The administrator said then-Chief IJ Michael Creppy, who issued the memorandum, “did not agree with the policy . . . but was directed by the Department to sign and issue the document.” The administrator added that new IJ quotas were similarly “not coming from the [EOIR] Director,” but “from the Attorney General through the Director.”

Third, one participant charged that while Justice Department and EOIR higher-ups lacked tolerance for insubordination within the administrative

---

216. See 8 U.S.C. § 1229a(b)(1) ("The immigration judge shall have authority (under regulations prescribed by the Attorney General) to sanction by civil money penalty any action (or inaction) in contempt of the judge’s proper exercise of authority under this chapter.").

217. IJ1; IJ3; IJ4; IJ6; IJ7; IJ8; IJ9; IJ12; see 8 C.F.R. § 1003.101 (permitting members of the BIA or "adjudicating official[s]" to impose disciplinary sanctions against practitioners who do not represent the federal government); Tabaddor, supra note 144; Slavin & Marks, supra note 21, at 1790-91.

218. IJ3; IJ9.


222. EOIR2.

223. Id. For this reason, the administrator expressed support for giving EOIR Article I status, “standing alone so that it can function as a true court, as the court should function.” Id. A different administrator was less concerned, stating that “the Attorney General . . . is certainly entitled to come down with policies.” EOIR3. For more on quotas, see infra Part III.C.ii.a.
hierarchy, they were encouraging “rogue” IJs who declined to follow precedents favoring noncitizens, allegedly reflecting a focus on policy implementation rather than impartial fealty to the law:

The North Carolina court is referred to as a rogue court. They have refused now, for a long time, to conduct custody hearings on detained cases, so much that a lawsuit was just filed against them to compel them to conduct bond hearings. EOIR knows about them and they have not advised them to cease and desist.225

Commentators have similarly claimed that three recent referrals and decisions by former Attorney General Jeff Sessions evinced a willingness to intervene in support of IJs who refused to apply noncitizen-friendly precedents—and to punish those who ruled favorably for noncitizens. In the first case, an IJ in Charlotte denied asylum to a woman with a domestic violence claim, and the Board reversed.226 Without further action, the IJ re-certified the case for Board review and emailed EOIR Director James McHenry to alert him to the case.227 The Attorney General then referred the case to himself and overturned a landmark Board precedent to hold that individuals fleeing domestic or gang violence would “[g]enerally . . . not qualify for asylum.”228

In the second case, the Board had ruled that noncitizens who filed for asylum were entitled to evidentiary hearings without having to establish prima facie eligibility.229 However, advocates alleged that IJs in Charlotte and Atlanta had declined to provide such hearings.230 The Attorney General then referred the case to himself and vacated the Board’s prior decision.231

Third, after an IJ in Philadelphia administratively closed a case on his juvenile docket out of concerns that a child had failed to receive proper notice for his hearing, DHS appealed to the Board and the Attorney General referred

---

224. See infra Part III.C.i.b.
the case to himself. The Attorney General not only reversed the grant of administrative closure, but held that IJs lacked power to administratively close cases altogether. He then removed the case and 86 other cases presenting similar issues from the Philadelphia IJ’s docket, re-assigning all 87 to different IJs. The IJ union filed a formal grievance over the re-assignment, alleging that the Justice Department was working to influence case outcomes by punishing the IJ for failing to deport the noncitizen child.

b. Resentment towards EOIR Officials

Some participants also expressed frustration with EOIR supervisors, echoing a common pathology of real-world bureaucracies. To be clear, some reported “good relationships with each of [their supervisors].” Another shared only minor issues relating to IJs’ lack of control over staff. On the other hand, some perceived a difference in attitude between “Falls Church” (EOIR’s Virginia headquarters) and the IJ corps. One participant called EOIR “toxic,” while a second called it a “crony system.” Others stated:

People were just so different at Falls Church, more conservative. This was the place that would emanate all those ridiculous things that we’d roll our eyes at in [my court]... It was kind of like your worst views of government realized down there.

[ACIJJs] don’t want to take a chance. They cover their ass. They do not wish to jeopardize their august positions... As soon as they cast off their black robe and put on their ACIJ hats, their points of view and their tenor became strictly company-oriented.

You can see that the people in Falls Church don’t really have much idea of what’s going on... They’re always hiring analysts,
statisticians, personnel specialists. Immigration courts are dying and these guys are hiring more bureaucrats, more ACIJs.242

One contributing factor was a sense that administrators did not understand the challenges of IJs’ work. One participant found it insulting that they had to clock in and out for part of their term, given that they consistently worked overtime.243 A second expressed that administrators did not appreciate the challenge of managing dockets and coping with secondary trauma. “There’s a very large beltway mentality [in EOIR],” this person complained, “where they think they know what works, and they’ve barely ever set foot in a courtroom.”244 A third said that even ACIJs who had served as IJs became “nothing but foils for the Department” once promoted.245 A related frustration was a feeling that EOIR failed to support IJs:

I’m only saying this because it’s anonymous but it’s true: the support from headquarters is nonexistent. . . . I disliked the fact that there aren’t enough resources, aren’t enough judges to handle the overwhelming number of cases, that judges were also generally asked and still are asked to complete impossible tasks.246

When an IJ moved cases forward quickly, she would receive from OCIJ congratulations. When she received very critical . . . reversals from the [circuit court], OCIJ would run away from her the way someone allergic to roses would run away from a garden. . . . [That] seemed to me both hypocritical and demoralizing.247

Participants also criticized a “chain of command” mindset under which EOIR treated IJs’ failure to adhere to supervisory orders as “insubordination.”248 Thus, one complained, “if you don’t follow the directions of the assistant chief judge, you can be deemed insubordinate, and that can be used against you for disciplinary proceedings . . . so you get discouraged from being creative.”249 Another reported that when they issued a decision that they felt was compelled under circuit precedent, but conflicted with an administrative directive, their ACIJ and the Chief IJ berated them and threatened to fire them.250 This participant also described an incident in which

242. IJ5. Like IJ3, IJ5 worked in EOIR headquarters separately from their role as an IJ.
243. IJ6.
244. IJ7.
245. IJ4.
246. IJ6.
247. IJ8; accord IJ9 (“I did not find headquarters or management to be very helpful. . . . They were not proactive, they were reactive.”).
248. IJ7; accord IJ1; IJ3; IJ4.
249. IJ1; accord Marks, Now Is the Time, supra note 21, at 50 (“[I]mmigration judges can be disciplined or downgraded in a performance review for insubordination to a supervisor and thereby punished for their good faith interpretation of the law.”).
250. IJ7.
EOIR administrators ordered the Hon. A. Ashley Tabaddor, an Iranian-American IJ, to recuse herself from all cases involving Iranian respondents after attending a White House meeting with Iranian-American leaders.\(^{251}\) Tabaddor sued, settled,\(^{252}\) and is now the president of the IJ union.\(^{253}\)

In addition, some participants felt IJ disciplinary procedures were opaque and unfair.\(^{254}\) One participant, who represented other IJs in disciplinary proceedings, felt that EOIR would allow problems with IJs to fester, making them more difficult to resolve.\(^{255}\)

Interviews with administrators painted a very different picture. Although each confirmed the existence of a chain of command,\(^{256}\) all three expressed a high opinion of most IJs and professed appreciation for the challenges of the role.\(^{257}\) Moreover, both former ACIJs viewed supporting IJs as the core of any ACIJ’s responsibilities.\(^{258}\) One said:

I saw my role as the person who supported the IJs and facilitated their mission. I never lost sight of the fact that while my job was difficult and stressful, it’s the IJs who were on the front line, so to speak, and have the really difficult job.\(^{259}\)

With regards to discipline, the other former ACIJ related that they always “wanted to hear the [IJ’s] side” of any allegation. They added:

[W]e invest a lot in judges. So you don’t want to just kick ‘em out unless you’ve really reached the point that there’s nothing else you can do. That was sort of a last resort.\(^{260}\)


\(^{252}\) Gonzales, supra note 251; see also Slavin & Harbeck, supra note 115, at 70 (recounting Tabaddor suit and remarking that “we often feel that we are ‘U.S. imitation judges’”).


\(^{254}\) IJ1; IJ4; IJ5; IJ8.

\(^{255}\) IJ1.

\(^{256}\) One former ACIJ emphasized that they didn’t “want to hear about [issues] from [their] superiors,” so they placed a premium on being informed about incidents in the immigration courts they supervised. EOIR2, “I believe in keeping the chain of command informed on issues that could be potentially significant,” they stated. Id. Another former ACIJ described themselves as the “first-line supervisor” for IJs, court administrators, and judicial law clerks, and confirmed that a deputy chief IJ was their “first-line supervisor.” EOIR3. A third administrator mentioned “being insubordinate to your boss” as an issue that could trigger discipline, but emphasized that they were never personally involved in IJ discipline, and indicated that an IJ would be unlikely to face disciplinary sanctions for just one incident. EOIR1.

\(^{257}\) EOIR1; EOIR2; EOIR3.

\(^{258}\) EOIR2; EOIR3.

\(^{259}\) EOIR3.

\(^{260}\) EOIR2.
All three administrators stated that they found EOIR a pleasant place to work. 261

One potential reason for the gap in perceptions between former IJs and administrators is that both former ACIJ-interviewees had experience hearing removal cases, thereby increasing their understanding of the challenges IJs faced. However, this is not unusual, as fifteen of eighteen current ACIJsa previously served as IJs. 262 A more plausible explanation is that different ACIJs managed subordinate IJs differently. Indeed, even the two former ACIJs interviewed took divergent approaches. One preferred a hands-off attitude towards IJs, liaising instead with court administrators. They explained:

My approach was that IJs were there to hear cases and complete cases, and that they should be given as much freedom to carry out that role . . . . [M]y primary contact in the local courts was with the court administrator, who oversaw the day-to-day operation of the court . . . . I interacted much more with the court administrators than with the IJs. 263

The other former ACIJ prized having a direct line of communication with IJs:

There was indeed frequent communication with both the [court administrators] and the IJs and [judicial law clerks]. . . . It was as simple as, if they had a fire drill, they would just email me, “we have a fire drill going on.” . . . It was my court, and my responsibility, and I took it very seriously. And quite frankly I cared for them a lot. 264

Regardless of the cause, the stark difference in perceptions further suggests distance, and perhaps distrust, between some members of the IJ corps and EOIR supervisors.

2. Case Processing Pressures and Docket Shuffling

Participants also reported that the Justice Department or EOIR controlled dockets in service of policy goals, even without pushing IJs to decide any individual case in a specific manner. First, participants related that they faced pressures from administrators to process cases more efficiently, and they criticized then-impending IJ case quotas. Second, participants provided examples of how political enforcement priorities shaped their dockets under

261. E.g., EOIR1 (“I liked it a lot . . . . The things I enjoyed less were not things that were peculiar to EOIR.”); EOIR2 (“I like what I do, and I like the people I work with, the commitment and dedication especially in the field . . . . I didn’t necessarily like disciplining people . . . . but that was part of the job so you did what you had to do.”).


263. EOIR2; see also id. (“I think maybe some [ACIJs] were more hands-on with [IJs], some talked to the [IJs] more.”).

264. EOIR3.
both the Obama and Trump Administrations. Third, participants disagreed with the Attorney General’s clear intention to limit administrative closures of cases, which he ultimately did in May of 2018; some retired IJs also expressed public alarm at his subsequent tightening of the standard for IJ continuances. All of these docket management issues were exacerbated by policy shifts that swelled caseloads and disrupted IJ expectations.

a. Time Pressures and Case Quotas

Numerous participants complained of pressures from administrators to process cases more rapidly. Caseload pressures existed well before the Trump Administration, but some participants believed the top-down emphasis on case processing had gradually and substantially increased starting in the George W. Bush Administration. The four participants who worked on dockets involving only detained noncitizens were less likely to report experiencing such pressures, perhaps because the noncitizens appearing before them were more likely to have criminal convictions that barred them from most forms of relief from deportation. Separately, ten IJs expressed concern over new IJ case quotas.

Participants with non-detained dockets reported four ways in which administrators would exert pressure to decide cases more quickly before 2018. First, participants stated that ACIJJs would initiate individual emails, calls, or meetings requesting prompt explanations for pending cases or motions, including those that had been on the docket for a long period of time or had been pending beyond statutory time limits. Some participants found these contacts irritating, particularly when they returned from lengthy hearings to find an email demanding a reply by close of business. One former ACIJ also mentioned these contacts but described them as conversations:

I would call the judge directly and talk with them about it. I would find out what was going on and what we could do to try to make it more efficient. . . . [W]hat can we do, how can we make it better? What can we do to streamline?

Second, participants recounted receiving regular emails comparing IJs across metrics, all concerning case completion and workload, but none relating to affirmance rates. One felt “it was clear that judges were expected to

265. E.g., IJ1; IJ2; IJ3; IJ5; IJ8; IJ11; IJ12.
266. E.g., IJ10.
267. IJ6 (“I had the second-highest completion rate at the time in the court.”); IJ9 (“I never had any pressure in that way. Again, I was pretty quick.”); IJ10 (“[B]ecause I mostly worked in the detained pool . . . there are great constraints that didn’t really apply to my case.”); IJ11 (“I always felt I had the legal authority and the resources” to decide cases.).
268. IJ1-IJ9; IJ12.
269. E.g., IJ1; IJ2; IJ3.
270. EOIR3.
271. E.g., IJ5; IJ7; IJ8; IJ12.
know their numbers,” lest they risk “being castigated by their boss for not moving cases.” But another related that they deleted the emails to avoid pressure:

[T]here were important things that were not included in the report, so that’s why I threw them away. Most people read them, they probably were right to read them. But I just thought I would be tempting the wrong side of my nature and I threw them away.

The metrics emails sound similar to the “Six Month List,” through which lists of federal district judges’ pending cases older than three years and motions older than six months are published on a semiannual basis. However, IJ metrics emails are sent with greater frequency, and IJs are more vulnerable to removal or reassignment than federal district judges with life tenure.

Third, EOIR would regularly praise IJs for processing cases efficiently. According to one participant, an IJ who was the subject of such praise in an EOIR-wide email was later criticized by a circuit court as a “cookie cutter” judge. Conversely, a different participant complained that other successes went without acknowledgement:

I would say most judges felt like they were really good at things that the agency didn’t thank them for... [A] judge might work longer hours, or might have been particularly good at dealing with certain kinds of very difficult respondents, but that might not ever get... acknowledged properly anywhere.

Fourth, one participant believed that mentor IJs and ACIJs, if promoted from the IJ corps, were selected largely on the basis of decisional speed.

Participants did not experience these pressures uniformly. One suggested that the stresses varied by the court and the ACIJ. Others believed that they had generally increased over time. Again, participants with detained dockets felt less of a burden. Some participants who did feel pressure indicated...
that it exacerbated differences with management, with one noting: “[Management was] busy concentrating on, how do we get these numbers down? For the judges . . . these numbers are people.”

Many participants also expressed alarm over 2018 case processing directives, although all had left the bench by the time these were issued. Before 2018, EOIR had never included fixed case processing metrics in IJ performance evaluations. In 2002, the Justice Department established EOIR-wide goals in 11 categories of cases, and it tracked progress in Department-wide reports. The goals were not applicable to individual IJs, but a survey indicated that some IJs viewed them as effectively mandatory. In 2008, the Third Circuit intervened after an IJ cited the goals when denying a continuance. On remand, the Board clarified that completion goals were “not a proper factor in deciding a continuance request.”

In 2010, EOIR removed some goals and consolidated others. In 2017, Justice Department officials indicated that they would not only revive EOIR-wide goals, but also establish numeric standards for individual IJs. In 2018, EOIR Director James McHenry followed through by first implementing metrics similar to the 2002-2009 goals and later announcing individual IJ quotas. As of October of 2018, IJs are judged as “satisfactory” only if they complete at least 700 cases per year, maintain a remand rate below 15 percent, and meet certain additional case completion benchmarks. IJs are rated “needs improvement” if they process 560 to 700 cases per year, or “unsatisfactory” if they process fewer than 560.

281. IJ2.
282. GAO 2017, supra note 20, at 60-61.
283. Lustig et al., supra note 11, at 65. Citing EOIR emails, Jennifer Lee Koh argues that the goals incentivized use of stipulated orders of removal. Koh, Waiving Due Process (Goodbye), supra note 22, at 509.
284. Hashmi v. Att’y Gen. of U.S., 531 F.3d 256, 258-59, 261 (3d Cir. 2008); see also, e.g., Keller v. Filip, 308 F. App’x 760, 762-63 (5th Cir. 2009) (finding IJ error in failure to exercise discretion to grant continuance due to fear of violating case completion goals); Badwan v. Gonzales, 494 F.3d 566, 568-71 (6th Cir. 2007) (reversing denial of unopposed continuance request where, inter alia, IJ cited case completion goals).
286. GAO 2017, supra note 20, at 61-64.
290. Id. at 2-3. In a congressional hearing, the EOIR director rejected the term “quota” and compared IJ benchmarks to ALJ case completion goals at the Social Security Administration and the Merit Systems
Eleven participants commented on then-rumored IJ quotas. Nine felt that quotas would threaten due process by improperly influencing decision-making, while a tenth indicated more measured skepticism, and one expressed support. One skeptic feared that the combined result of quotas, the end of administrative closure, and restrictionist changes in policy would be “an assault on vulnerable populations” through a policy of “get ‘em in and get ‘em out”—meaning, speedy deportations with limited process. Echoing this concern, another participant hypothesized that delays in adjudications of visa petitions by other agencies would lead “somebody in Falls Church [to] tell the judge, this case has been on your calendar forever,” which in turn would allow DHS to “basically force a person to be removed by not adjudicating the thing that would serve as relief.”

b. Partisan Docket Shuffling and Deceptive Scheduling

Some participants also expressed concern that politically driven shifts in case priorities further deprived IJs of docket control, accelerated cases that were not ready for trial, and delayed cases that may have been ready for disposition. For instance, following an influx of Central American women and

Protection Board. McHenry, supra note 196. In response, the president of the IJ union distinguished aspirational goals from hard quotas in performance evaluations. Tabaddor, supra note 144. Indeed, because ALJs enjoy protections against firing and may not be evaluated by agencies, their disposition targets are generally used for self-evaluation, unlike IJ quotas. See supra notes 99-104 and accompanying text.

291. IJ1-IJ9. IJ1 stated that performance metrics were a “fair piece of the puzzle,” but expressed concern about generalizations across cases and limits on continuances.

292. IJ12.

293. IJ11 (“If private attorneys, government attorneys, and the court all know that the case is more likely than not going forward on a date certain then they will be prepared. . . . [C]hanging the expectations of everybody involved is absolutely critical to alleviate the 690,000-case backlog.”).

294. See infra Part III.C.ii.c.

295. See infra Part III.C.ii.d.

296. IJ2.

297. IJ3. The two former ACIJs expressed more measured concerns. One emphasized that “due process was the ultimate goal that [we] wanted to achieve, and . . . you couldn’t do that and impose quotas.” EOIR2. However, they noted that the announced quota of approximately three case completions a day “did not offend [them].” Id. Another stated, “It’s good to ensure that judges are being efficient . . . [b]ut I hope it won’t be at the expense of due process and fairness.” EOIR3.


children seeking asylum, the Obama Administration established new EOIR docketing priorities to “quickly return unlawful migrants to their home countries.” Through such “rocket dockets,” these arriving families were fast-tracked into expedited hearings. The Trump Administration reversed the measures, winning rare praise from advocates.

Participants stated that these rocket dockets limited their ability to triage cases, and some described them as an example of a broader phenomenon. One participant believed that different actors in the Justice Department would implement conflicting priorities “for political show”; as a result, “pieces [got] moved around without anything getting completed.” They continued:

None of these things I’m mentioning are done for the convenience of the individual, they are done to fulfill some other political or enforcement goal or management goal. . . . By hustling people through the system, often without getting a chance to get a lawyer to prepare, you can send them back and send a message.

Another participant voiced similar frustrations regarding both rocket dockets and the Trump Administration’s dispatching of IJs to border detention facilities, which delayed adjudication of their home dockets for weeks—sometimes while IJs simply waited for immigration courts to be set up. A third said their ACIJ in a prior administration had criticized them for failing to volunteer for “details” to other courts, after which they started volunteering and putting their “huge caseload . . . on hold” to “do whatever it was thought was more important.”

Finally, two participants stated that EOIR had occasionally used “smoke and mirrors” to make it appear to Congress that the case backlog was shrinking. One alleged:


301. Letter on the Efforts to Address the Humanitarian Situation in the Rio Grande Valley Areas of Our Nation’s Southwest Border, 2014 DAILY COMP. PRES. DOC. 509 (June 30, 2014).

302. IJ5; accord Tabaddor, supra note 144 (“And just when we think we have organized our dockets for maximum efficiency, a single executive proclamation can change prosecutorial priorities, reshuffling a delicately balanced docket into chaos and further increasing the backlog.”).


304. IJ; accord, e.g., Preston, supra note 20.

305. IJ12; accord, e.g., Preston, supra note 20.

306. IJ7.

307. IJ3; IJ7.
I remember when our calendar was out on a certain point, they said, put every case on for a hearing on [the same date]—just so when Congress was looking, they would see nobody’s calendar was out beyond [that date]. It was clearly ridiculous, but that’s the kind of stuff they would do.308

c. Limits on Continuances and Administrative Closure

Participants voiced concern over the Attorney General’s then-pending referral about administrative closure, a judicial procedural mechanism that removed a case from an IJ’s calendar to allow an event outside the parties’ control (e.g., the processing of a visa petition by a different agency) to occur. Advocates have expressed similar concerns over a subsequent referral and decision that tightened the standard for continuances, another tool used by adjudicators to manage their dockets.

Between 2012 and 2018, IJs had clear authority to administratively close cases under certain circumstances, even when a party objected.309 In January of 2018, then-Attorney General Jeff Sessions announced his intention to review this authority through referral.310 Many participants cited administrative closure as a critical tool for managing dockets, and each predicted that Sessions would end it.311 As expected, Sessions ended the practice in May of 2018, finding that it “lack[ed] a valid legal foundation” and declining to delegate the authority himself.312 Sessions further noted that because IJs acted on his behalf, they lacked the “inherent adjudicatory authority” of Article III judges.313 Participants feared that the end of administrative closure would push IJs facing quotas to deport individuals while their visa applications were pending before DHS.314

After the IJ interviews, the Attorney General referred another case to himself, this time on the question of “good cause” for continuances “to seek adjudications of collateral matters from other authorities,” such as visa adjudications before DHS.  The previous summer, EOIR had issued a memorandum about the use of continuances “to ensure that adjudicatory inefficiencies do not exacerbate the current backlog.” The Attorney General’s ultimate decision tightened the “good-cause” standard for continuances, required IJs to state reasons for continuances on the record, and expressly directed IJs to consider administrative efficiency. A former administrator stated that attributing the backlog to IJ continuances was misguided, citing a range of other factors that had contributed in recent years. The IJ union, too, has publicly argued that blaming IJ continuances for the backlog misapprehends its causes.

*d. Unpredictability from Policy Changes*

Multiple participants stated that policy shifts within DHS disrupted their expectations, further restricting their ability to triage their dockets. These participants complained that DHS would unexpectedly change its policies on consenting to administrative closure or forms of relief, which made it difficult to determine which cases could be resolved quickly. One lamented:

> [Y]ou can come into court with a private attorney expecting that a case will be handled in a certain way . . . and the trial attorney will say, “Yeah, I want to but I can’t do that because they changed the policy yesterday.” That’s not consistency.

In addition, participants noted that their dockets would swell or constrict based on substantive policy shifts. Numerous participants remarked on the docket-expanding effect of IIRIRA, which expanded the grounds for removal. One noted that legislative grants of relief for Haitians, Nicaraguans, and Cubans reduced caseloads in the 1990s. Along these lines, a former administrator stated that the Obama Administration’s creation of Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) was not only
“humanitarian,” but also reflected “a case management approach.”324 One participant predicted that the Trump Administration’s rescissions of DACA, Temporary Protected Status, and prior grants of prosecutorial discretion would push more individuals into removal proceedings and further limit IJs’ ability to manage their dockets.325

3. Restrictionist and Expansionist Chilling Effects

Some participants felt pressure to steer aggregate decision-making in a restrictionist or expansionist direction, revealing top-down policy influences more emblematic of a bureaucracy than a judiciary. These concerns manifested in a few ways. Certain participants believed that EOIR hiring and firing had grown partisan starting in the George W. Bush Administration. Two recounted Attorney General John Ashcroft’s downsizing of the Board of Immigration Appeals in 2003 as having a chilling effect on IJs, potentially discouraging them from granting relief; nevertheless, both qualified their statements:

I think I lost faith in the agency after the purge in 2002 . . . [but] I can’t personally say I know anybody who changed the way they made decisions based on it.326

[It] sent a message . . . . The judges were kind of shocked by it. I don’t know that anybody started deciding cases differently, but everybody felt like, when is he going to do the same thing to us?327

The latter participant also described partisan hiring practices under the Bush Administration, in accordance with a 2008 report by the Office of the Inspector General.328

Some interviewees alleged that partisan hiring and firing continued under subsequent administrations. Two participants believed that early into the Obama Administration, the new EOIR Director had been “fishing” for ways to remove late-stage Bush appointees.329 One stated, more directly, that political appointees had pressured IJs to change overall grant rates (but not individual decisions) under threat of supervisory scrutiny.330 One participant believed they had been a “victim of politicized firing” during their two-year

324. EOIR.1
325. IJ2. Relatedly, some have warned that the Attorney General’s cessation of administrative closure, discussed supra Part III.C.iic, may further clog dockets by resuscitating hundreds of thousands of low-priority cases. Dara Lind, Jeff Sessions Just Reopened the Door to Deporting 350,000 Immigrants Whose Cases Had Been Closed, Vox (May 21, 2018), https://www.vox.com/2018/5/21/17376398/jeff-sessions-immigration-ruling-courts.
326. IJ1.
327. IJ3.
328. See supra notes 106-107 and accompanying text. A former ACIJ emphasized that these issues were addressed quickly, adding, “I think the impact was, quite frankly, overall and over time rather minimal.” EOIR3.
329. IJ3; accord IJ6.
330. IJ6; see also IJ9 (stating that such politicization was worsening over time).
post-hiring probationary period for failing to satisfy expectations regarding relief rates. Another suggested that late Obama and early Trump Administration hires might shift their decision-making while on probation, stating:

I suspect that the [IJJs] who were appointed before the Trump Administration probably are less willing to sign on to whatever he’s trying to sell. Whereas those who have been appointed during the Trump Administration would tend to be more in line with his thinking. . . . I suppose because they are all on a one-year probationary period, they may have to do that because they think that’s the way to keep their job.

In 2018, Democrats in Congress expressed concern that the Trump Administration, too, may have been “using ideological and political considerations to improperly—and illegally—block the hiring” of IJs and Board members. In addition, after the Justice Department assigned an IJ with a relatively high asylum denial rate of 86.5 percent to preside over the New York Immigration Court, a retired IJ called this “a signal to the New York judges to adhere faithfully to . . . the attorney general’s program.”

Issues of politicized hiring and reassignment have taken on special relevance as the Department of Justice implements a “50 percent surge” in the number of IJs. In September of 2018, the Attorney General welcomed “the largest class of [new] immigration judges in history” —a milestone that EOIR surpassed less than three weeks later. A reported “rash of retirements of immigration judges” has further increased the number of vacancies to be filled. Former IJ Margaret McManus, who retired in 2017 after 27 years on

---

331. IJ code withheld to protect anonymity.
332. IJ9. The probationary period for new IJs actually appears to be two years, not one year. See supra note 111 and accompanying text.
334. Robbins, supra note 235.
338. Robbins, supra note 235; accord McHenry, supra note 196 (noting that IJ attrition rates were higher in 2017 than in previous years); Hamed Aleaziz, Being an Immigration Judge Was Their Dream. Under Trump, It Became Untenable, BUZZFEED NEWS (Feb. 13, 2019), https://www.buzzfeednews.com/
the immigration bench, told The New York Times that her final year “was not . . . very nice” and implied that the Trump Administration’s “dramatic” policy changes were unusually “outcome-oriented.”339 Beyond direct hiring and firing, participants expressed concern that White House and Justice Department rhetoric would encourage rulings against noncitizens.340 For example, one took issue with a press release, linked from the EOIR website, entitled “Return to Rule of Law in Trump Administration Marked by Increase in Key Immigration Statistics.”341 Participants believed that while some IJs could resist restrictionist pressures, particularly if they had prior relationships with administrators,342 newer IJs would be susceptible to following the party line.343 One alleged that even some experienced IJs they knew had decided to “cave[]” and “drink[] the Kool Aid” rather than push back:

Yes, it’s true that the leadership should be subject to [the] political viewpoint of the executive branch, maybe, but the regular rank and file judges should be immune and exempt from all that, and they’re not. And so now you have judges who . . . would gladly grant cases . . . and now they’re afraid to do that.344

Said another:

[U]nder the current administration, any judge who wants to be tougher on respondents is now emboldened, not by the facts of cases, but by the worldview and political attitude of this administration to do so.345

Relatedly, a former administrator emphasized that the success of management efforts would depend on morale and trust among the IJ corps:

[Y]ou have to have some level of trust with your leadership. I’m not sure that exists right now . . . . Ashcroft was restrictionist, but the president he worked for, George Bush, was not known for being . . . violently anti-immigrant.346

In addition to reports of retirements and public criticism from IJ union officials,347 there is some evidence for the notion that trust between EOIR
management and line IJs is diminishing. “Dozens” of IJs at a summer 2018 EOIR conference “expressed anxiety over their treatment” under the current administration, and “[s]cores of attendees wore American flag pins in support of ‘judicial independence and integrity in our courts.’” 348

4. Limitations on Positive Discretion

Although some participants enjoyed the challenge of substantive immigration law,349 others found it unfair, inconsistent,350 or even technically sloppy.351 Beyond this, some participants felt that changes in substantive immigration law had limited IJ discretion over time, potentially contributing to a sense that IJs were policy-implementing bureaucrats rather than adjudicators. Multiple participants cited the 1996 passage of IIRIRA as a turning point:

[Before IIRIRA,] everybody got their day in court and got to be heard on why they deserved a second chance and why they shouldn’t be deported. . . . [This] dramatically changed after the preclusion of aggravated felonies.352

[After IIRIRA,] there was a huge number of people for a period of time where, a year earlier you could have granted a green card to them, and they were now mandatory removal. And that was a difficult time to be an IJ.353

[After IIRIRA,] there was really a disconnect between the people who deserved relief and the people who were entitled to relief . . . and that’s really frustrating for a judge. You want to not just punch the clock but also maybe do the right thing.354

Another participant added, “[I]t seems like Congress has been, over the past 20 years, restricting the ability of judges to make decisions favorable to the respondents,” which made their job less pleasant.355

Critiques of the harshness of immigration law abound.356 It may be incorrect to assert that IJs have lost discretion overall: although IIRIRA made


349. IJ9; IJ11; IJ12.

350. E.g., IJ3; IJ4; IJ6; IJ7. However, when asked whether they felt the law ever yielded outcomes that were substantively unfair, two participants replied that it wasn’t their job to decide if the law was unfair. IJ9; IJ11.

351. IJ10.

352. IJ2.

353. IJ1.

354. IJ10.

355. IJ9.

many individuals ineligible for relief or bond, IJs have since gained discretion to deny relief, as Congress has expanded the grounds for adverse credibility determinations. And if IJs lacked all discretion, the well-documented dispersion of outcomes across IJs would be difficult to explain. Rather, as Jill Family writes, modern immigration law is infused with “negative discretion” to deny relief. IJs’ lack of positive discretion has shifted consideration of equities to immigration enforcement officials, as manifested in policies like Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals, as well as state and local criminal prosecutors and law enforcement officers.

D. Conclusion

These findings reveal mechanisms of top-down influence over IJs and highlight sites of contestation between the IJ corps, EOIR, and the Justice Department. They also clarify the extent to which reforms to the Board of Immigration Appeals caused unintended judicialization of IJ decisions and tone, as well as the ways in which EOIR self-judicialized through the conscious adoption of court symbols. Thus, they tie together threads that advocates and commentators, including IJs themselves, have previously discussed. Taken together, participants suggested that—depending on the nature of their docket, their practices, and their supervisor—pressure from the Department of Justice and the White House had taken on a sufficiently dominant role for some of them to view it as a threat to independence, even absent express directions to decide any given case in a specific manner.

The results also make clear that these influences are uneven. Still, participants’ accounts are worth crediting for three reasons. First, government and

357. See supra note 56 and accompanying text.
358. See, e.g., RAMÍR-NOGALES ET AL., supra note 20, at 34-44 (identifying wide disparities in outcomes for asylum-seekers); HAMLIN, supra note 154, at 71-72; MILLER ET AL., supra note 19, at 15-16. See generally Ming H. Chen, Explaining Disparities in Asylum Claims, 12 GEO. PUB. POL’Y REV. 29 (2007) (testing hypotheses to explain disparities in asylum grant rates based on case characteristics, adjudicator characteristics, and resource scarcity).
359. Family, Murky Immigration Law, supra note 356, at 55; see also Jill E. Family, The Future Relief of Immigration Law, 9 DREXEL L. REV. 393, 414-15 (2017) (“One repercussion of the lack of relief from removal is that it turns the job of the immigration judge into a mostly punitive one.”); cf. Padilla v. Kentucky, 559 U.S. 356, 360 (2010) (“While once there was only a narrow class of deportable offenses and judges wielded broad discretionary authority to prevent deportation, immigration reforms over time have expanded the class of deportable offenses and limited the authority of judges to alleviate the harsh consequences of deportation.”).
362. See generally, e.g., sources cited supra note 21; Slavin & Harbeck, supra note 115; Lustig et al., supra note 11.
363. Indeed, at least one participant did not mention any of them except a slight frustration with case-loads. IJ11.
media reports verify much of what they shared.364 Second, while I was concerned about bias among IJ union-affiliated participants before the interviews, the results did not reveal systematic differences between NAIJ-affiliated and non-NAIJ-affiliated participants.365 In other words, the results do not indicate that NAIJ-affiliated participants were “crying wolf.” Third, even though the phenomena were experienced unevenly, the fact that at least some participants experienced each one shows that they exist, even if they are not universal. Therefore, although interviews cannot quantify the effect of any given mechanism of administrative control, the results nevertheless offer important insight into the constraints under which IJs operate, as well as the structural mechanisms available to influence their decision-making.

IV. Analysis: Immigration “Courts”?

Interviews with former IJs and administrators painted a nuanced picture of an institution that has occasionally adopted court-like attributes but faces growing time pressures, top-down partisan influences, and intermeddling with docket management. Based on these results, it seems mostly inapt to describe immigration courts as “courts” in the first place. Rather, participants’ responses illustrated that the immigration court system departs from traditional U.S. conceptions of courts, including under-resourced and high-volume courts, at both conceptual and practical levels. Accordingly, I begin this Part with a comparative analysis of the pathologies identified above, and I conclude that the immigration court system is a mixed institution that increasingly resembles a hierarchical bureaucracy more than a prototypical U.S. court.

After the diagnosis, I turn to its ramifications. Standing alone, the idea of an immigration bureaucracy is not normatively undesirable. Expansionists, restrictionists, and everyone in between could imagine a version of an immigration bureaucracy that meets their preferred goals more effectively than an archetypal court. For example, in light of the power disparities between non-citizens and the federal government, a non-adversarial process may be a better fit for removal hearings than an adversarial model. The problem is not that bureaucracy is bad, but that the status quo offers the worst of both worlds. Although the trappings of courts enhance EOIR’s perceived legitimacy, by obscuring the agency’s hierarchical and enforcement-driven aspects, these

364. For government reports, see, for example, GAO 2017, supra note 20, at 10, 13, 60-64, 77, 136; GAO 2016, supra note 96, at 3, 45; see also Ucar, supra note 147 (citing confidential Justice Department review of Baltimore Immigration Court). Corroborating media accounts include, for instance, Preston, supra note 20; Simmons, supra note 173; Summers, supra note 208; Gordon, supra note 225; Robbins, supra note 235; Gonzales, supra note 251; Sacchetti, supra note 287; Ali, supra note 302; Benner, supra note 348.

365. The one exception is that the participant who expressed relatively few concerns about the system was non-NAIJ-affiliated. In contrast, all NAIJ-affiliated former IJs (and all other non-NAIJ-affiliated former IJs) expressed concern about case quotas, administrative closure, political docket shuffling, and/or partisan influences.
symbols can erode many benefits of both models and shield harsh immigration law from appropriate scrutiny. Given this phenomenon, any solution will not entail a change in agency structure alone: additional procedural protections for noncitizens and substantive legal reforms to restore positive IJ discretion are also necessary.

A. Classifying the Immigration Adjudication System

The fifteen interview results illuminate major departures between immigration courts and adversarial legal courts. At the same time, they highlight substantial commonalities between the immigration courts and a bureaucracy. Although the immigration court system features many external hallmarks of courts, these findings indicate that behind the scenes, it is a mixed institution that increasingly functions as a bureaucracy. In this way, the system continues to reflect the tension between adjudication and enforcement that has shaped it for decades.366

As noted above, I adopt the framework of adversarial legalism to capture U.S. conceptions of “courts” as formal, non-hierarchical, and highly participatory institutions.367 Under this framing, removal hearings depart substantially from court proceedings in both concept and practice. First, removal hearings are less participatory and more hierarchical than true adversarial legal proceedings, given the top-down administrative pressures on IJs, the power imbalance between the oft-unrepresented noncitizen and the repeat-player DHS attorney, and the lack of meaningful information-gathering tools for noncitizens. In addition, as IJ discretion to grant relief and manage dockets has decreased, the Justice Department’s top-down influence has grown. This is not to say that IJs, many of whom surely strive to be impartial adjudicators, lack any discretion to push back against their superiors. For example, although the Attorney General severely limited domestic violence-related asylum claims in June of 2018,368 a study participant emailed me in September of that year noting that IJs in San Francisco had already approved new legal theories to continue granting protection to survivors of extreme and unchecked domestic violence.369 The IJ union also continues to publicly criticize quotas and other Justice Department policy changes. These incidents of resistance, the ongoing influence of lawyers, and the fact that many noncitizens remain entitled to full hearings all demonstrate that immigration courts are not fully hierarchical; nevertheless, they feature substantially more administrative hierarchy than other U.S. courts.370

366. See supra Part I.A.
367. See supra notes 137-139 and accompanying text.
369. IJ code withheld to protect anonymity.
370. In 1986, Mirjan Damasˇka developed a distinct typology of court systems that emphasized the distinction between hierarchical and “coordinate,” or decentralized, decision-making structures. Mirjan R. Damasˇka, The Faces of Justice and State Authority 16-28 (1986). In Damasˇka’s framework,
Similarly, although removal hearings have evolved to feature some formal procedures, they continue to lack the formalities of many generalist courts. IJs are not bound by formal rules of evidence; the APA’s formal hearing provisions do not apply; approximately 63 percent of all respondents and 86 percent of detained respondents proceed without counsel; and while IJs must at least provide some reasoning in support of a final decision, neither they nor Board members are required to issue written justifications. Again, some nuance is in order, as participants related that the post-streamlining increase in scrutiny from federal courts did engender some degree of judicialization. However, due to appellate courts’ limited jurisdiction and deferential standard of review, even this trend was limited to egregious transgressions of judicial demeanor and instances where EOIR’s reasoning was utterly deficient; at the same time, the courts of appeals uniformly sanctioned the de-judicialization of the BIA through Attorney General Ashcroft’s streamlining procedures. In other words, although removal hearings may look like adversarial legal proceedings, in practice they feature major distinctions.

It may be tempting to explain away the substantial gaps between immigration courts and adversarial legal institutions as mere byproducts of resource constraints. But even on a practical level, comparing removal hearings with high-stakes, poorly resourced misdemeanor courts only underscores that removal hearings are not “court” proceedings. At first glance, criminal courts would seem quite analogous to immigration courts: individual liberty is often at stake in both systems, and both have a veneer of adversarialism. The racialized fears that inflect substantive immigration law are similarly omnipresent in criminal law, giving both systems a high political salience and leading

---

371. Eagly & Shafer, supra note 14, at 2. Although there is no right to appointed counsel in most civil proceedings, the combination of high stakes, labyrinthine law, and potential language barriers places non-citizens in immigration proceedings in a unique position. Under an adversarial legal conception of the trial as a vigorous contest, appointed counsel would seem particularly necessary here.

372. See supra notes 180-183 and accompanying text.

373. In a comparative study of refugee status determination regimes, Rebecca Hamlin argues that U.S. immigration hearings embrace adversarial legalism. HAMLIN, supra note 154, at 66. Hamlin notes that hearing procedures have grown increasingly formalized through federal appellate scrutiny and the adoption of the REAL ID Act of 2005. Id. at 79-81. However, this analysis may not capture the system’s current identity. Although Hamlin does consider the 2002-2003 BIA reforms and Bush-era politicized hiring, her stakeholder interviews took place in 2007. Because the administrative pressures faced by IJs may have changed over time, Hamlin’s conclusion warrants re-examination. In addition, because Hamlin did not interview IJs, the administrative pressures IJs experienced from their perspective may have remained concealed, even to the extent that they existed then.

374. One former president of the IJ union has frequently compared immigration hearings to “death penalty cases in a traffic court setting.” Dooling, supra note 4; see also Marks, supra note 4; Ludden, supra note 147.
both to disproportionately focus legal violence on people of color. Not to mention, the high-volume, procedurally complex aspects of criminal court that can make it feel impersonal and even Kafkaesque have spurred critiques of “assembly-line” justice that echo many complaints about immigration proceedings.

Despite these surface-level similarities, misdemeanor courts retain features of “courts” that immigration courts lack. First, lower criminal courts generally do not face the top-down pressures that IJs have reported. Rather, misdemeanor court is characterized in part by “decentralization of authority” and “the virtual absence of any real hierarchical structure.” This contrasts sharply with EOIR, in which IJs are enmeshed in a tightening administrative hierarchy. Although both IJs and criminal judges face case pressures and resource constraints, only IJs must answer to supervisors with authority over their work pace, dockets, openness to the public, and job security.

Second, even underfunded criminal court systems feature more procedural formality than removal hearings. Criminal judges often employ procedural workarounds analogous to those described by IJs, including mass rights advisals and stipulations that expedite proceedings. Still, indigent criminal defendants are entitled to appointed counsel for any case in which a sentence of incarceration is imposed. Criminal trials (though rare) feature discovery and are regulated by rules of evidence. More constitutional violations are remediable through suppression of evidence in criminal court than in removal hearings, and defendants retain the privilege against compelled testimony on the dispositive issue at trial. Noncitizens in removal hearings lack any of these procedures or rights, except the right to counsel at their own expense.

Third, despite the proliferation of mandatory minimum sentencing laws, misdemeanor judges continue to enjoy discretion that allows their views of substantive justice to play a greater role. For example, these judges generally

---


377. FEELEY, supra note 376, at 13. This is not to say that top-down accountability is necessarily harmful. For example, a lack of meaningful hierarchy could allow criminal judges to prioritize their own notions of substantive justice over the law’s requirements.

378. Id. at 10.


381. Again, this is not necessarily objectionable in all cases. Feeley, for example, argues that formality in misdemeanor proceedings counterproductively heightens transaction costs for defendants. FEELEY, supra note 376, at 292-93.
retain some discretion in sentencing, and the combination of procedural costs and docket management authority affords further discretion at earlier stages.\textsuperscript{382} In contrast, and particularly because Congress and the Attorney General have cabined IJ discretion to run predominantly in a negative direction, once an IJ finds an individual removable and ineligible for relief, the IJ has no option but to order the noncitizen removed. As a result, some participants felt that the laws they implemented as IJs were often unfair;\textsuperscript{383} others seemed to reconcile the gap between immigration law and substantive justice by defining their role to exclude fairness entirely.\textsuperscript{384}

How we classify immigration courts matters, both to advance our understanding of the system and to work towards desired outcomes. Because the role of the IJ is so different from that of other U.S. judges, it may not be useful to frame quotas or other efforts to impose top-down controls on IJ decision-making strictly as attacks on IJ “independence.”\textsuperscript{385} Instead, I suggest analyzing EOIR as a street-level bureaucracy. To be clear, I do not claim that EOIR is a purely rational, technical, and centralized Weberian bureaucracy.\textsuperscript{386} Rather, I assert that reforms that have strengthened hierarchy and reduced IJ discretion appear to be pushing IJs further in the direction of line bureaucrats, and that many of the system’s departures from the bureaucratic ideal are manifestations of common problems in real-world bureaucracies.

Indeed, research on street-level bureaucracy echoes participant interviews to a surprising degree. Because street-level bureaucrats construct policy on a daily basis, they play a key role in mediating relationships between subjects and the state.\textsuperscript{387} IJs’ experiences resonate with core pathologies of such bureaucracies, which are often characterized by disagreements between bureaucrats and managers about priorities, inadequate resources and conflicting expectations, evaluation difficulties due to tension between client-centered and organizational goals, bureaucrats’ lack of control over inputs and work pace, managerial pressures to emphasize decisional quantity over

\textsuperscript{382} If anything, criminal judges may overuse this broad discretion, thus undermining the legitimacy of the system. \textit{E.g.}, \textit{id.} at 286-90. Issa Kohler-Hausmann further explains how misdemeanor courts utilize discretion in support of social control by marking individuals, imposing procedural costs for compliance, and demanding performance, all of which allow these courts to “trace, engage, and discipline subjects even as they are shown leniency.” Issa Kohler-Hausmann, \textit{Misdemeanor Justice: Control Without Conviction}, 119 AM. J. SOC. 351, 353 (2013). Immigration law can also be viewed as a mechanism of social control, and IJs may facilitate this through their discretion in whether to set bond, as well as their discretion to deny relief. Still, IJs correctly perceive that their discretion for “leniency” is shrinking, complicating the comparison.

\textsuperscript{383} \textit{E.g.}, IJ3; IJ4; IJ6; IJ7.

\textsuperscript{384} Specifically, two participants stated that it wasn’t their job to decide if the law was unfair. IJ9; IJ11. Another IJ who declined an interview stated, in writing, that “fairness” in the colloquial sense was “not the objective.” IJW1.

\textsuperscript{385} \textit{E.g.}, Sacchetti, \textit{supra} note 287; Legomsky, \textit{Deportation and the War on Independence}, \textit{supra} note 14, passim.

\textsuperscript{386} Any such claim would be undermined by the well-documented disparities in relief rates across IJs, which are influenced largely by personal ideology. \textit{E.g.}, MILLER ET AL., \textit{supra} note 19, at 68-69 (showing that asylum liberalism has a substantial effect on relief outcomes before individual IJs, much greater than any other factor considered).

\textsuperscript{387} Lipsky, \textit{supra} note 141, at 3-4, 13.
quality, the use of symbolically infused settings to control clients, and bureaucrats’ self-denial of discretion to limit their responsibility for outcomes.\textsuperscript{388} Thus, while the analogy is imperfect,\textsuperscript{389} accounts of bureaucracies’ challenges pair with salient aspects of the immigration court system, in line with longstanding public critiques by IJs and their union.\textsuperscript{390}

The notion of courts as street-level bureaucracies is not completely novel. Michael Lipsky includes judges in his seminal analysis of street-level bureaucrats,\textsuperscript{391} and other scholars have analyzed ALJs from a bureaucratic perspective.\textsuperscript{392} But most treatments of true adversarial legal systems as bureaucracies necessarily entail an imprecise use of the latter term, since such institutions are non-hierarchical by design.\textsuperscript{393} Moreover, despite the fact that IJs enjoy fewer decisional independence protections than ALJs, few analyses of the immigration system from a bureaucratic perspective have focused on IJs.\textsuperscript{394} In fact, only a handful of scholarly works take seriously the idea of IJs as street-level bureaucrats.\textsuperscript{395} Interview results demonstrate that this is a mistake: although EOIR is a mixed institution with some features of both Anglo-American courts and bureaucracies, its core increasingly appears more bureaucratic than judicial.

\textsuperscript{388} Id. at 18, 27, 44, 48, 78-79, 99, 117-18, 149; see also infra Part IV.C (on invoking court symbols to legitimate legal violence).

\textsuperscript{389} For example, Lipsky emphasizes “relatively high degrees of discretion and relative autonomy from organizational authority” as two “interrelated facets” of street-level bureaucrats’ positions. LIPSKY, supra note 141, at 13. To the extent that IJ discretion is shrinking while administrative hierarchy is tightening, the street-level bureaucracy frame may grow less effective.

\textsuperscript{390} See generally sources cited supra note 362.

\textsuperscript{391} E.g., LIPSKY, supra note 141, at 3 (“Typical street-level bureaucrats” include “judges.”). But see FEELEY, supra note 376, at 13-18 (firmly disputing the notion of lower criminal courts as bureaucracies and describing them instead as open systems).


\textsuperscript{393} Federal courts do have some hierarchical attributes, including the “Six Month List” for U.S. district court judges, see supra note 274 and accompanying text, and the Judicial Conference of the United States (JCUS), see Governance & the Judicial Conference (last visited Apr. 26, 2018), http://www.uscourts.gov/about-federal-courts/governance-judicial-conference. JCUS and subsidiary councils can investigate and adjudicate complaints of judicial misconduct; as sanctions, they can decline to assign cases to a judge, censure a judge in public or private, or urge the judge to retire. 28 U.S.C. §§ 351-61. Still, JCUS does not exercise nearly the same extent of top-down control over case processing, evaluation, hiring and firing, or dockets as the Justice Department does over IJs.

\textsuperscript{394} A number of studies have, however, focused on immigration enforcement officials. E.g., Joseph Landau, Bureaucratic Administration: Experimentation and Immigration Law, 65 DUKE L.J. 1173, 1180-1221 (2016); Marjorie S. Zatz & Nancy Rodriguez, The Limits of Discretion: Challenges and Dilemmas of Prosecutorial Discretion in Immigration Enforcement, 39 L. & SOC. INQ. 666, 668-82 (2014).

B. In Defense of Bureaucracy

It might be tempting to stop here and assume that any immigration adjudication apparatus without decisional independence in the Anglo-American mode is undesirable. True, hierarchical bureaucracies can be susceptible to volatile shifts across administrations with differing policies. The current president, a fervent restrictionist, has railed against IJs’ decisional independence and advocated eliminating IJs entirely in favor of summary deportations. Understandably, then, some readers may be concerned about the eroding independence of the IJ corps. My point here is that even for those who favor consistent or increased levels of immigration, it is possible to envision a neutral or pro-immigrant bureaucracy that is more effective and humane than a court might be, given adversarial legalism’s inefficiency, complexity, and susceptibility to power imbalances. In other words, at the very least, there is nothing inherently problematic about an immigration bureaucracy. Furthermore, analyzing the immigration court system through the lens of a bureaucracy could help us better diagnose its pathologies and develop creative reforms, beyond adoption of the procedures characteristic of prototypical courts.

Adversarial legalism’s procedural intricacy and contest-oriented nature make it a poor fit for immigration adjudication, in which a noncitizen is likely to face a sharp power disparity due to harsh and confusing law, limited access to counsel, and potential language barriers. In contrast, there is some evidence that the structure of the non-adversarial Asylum Office engenders an ethos more favorable to asylum applicants than prevailing IJ attitudes. Some scholars therefore suggest transforming removal hearings into a non-adversarial model akin to that utilized in the Asylum Office, other U.S. bureaucracies, and many continental European courts.

In line with this, multiple participants in this study expressed that they adopted a more inquisitorial and less detached judicial role when noncitizens

396. For example, the rate of child asylum approvals by the non-adversarial Asylum Office fell from 85.1 percent in the third quarter of 2014 to 28.1 percent in the fourth quarter of 2018. Nicholas Wu, The Trump Administration Is Closing the Door on Migrant Children, THE ATLANTIC (Dec. 25, 2018). https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2018/12/asylum-approvals-children-have-plummeted-under-trump/578614/. Immigration court asylum denial rates have also risen under the Trump Administration, but at less of a breakneck pace. TRANSACTIONAL RECORDS ACCESS CLEARINGHOUSE, supra note 228.


398. Chen, supra note 358, at 40-42.

399. E.g., Kidane, supra note 14, at 652-57; see also Koelsch, supra note 14, at 794-804 (advocating for U.S. to adopt elements of Canada’s independent bureaucratic system of immigration adjudication); Chapman, supra note 14, at 1569-78 (advocating for non-adversarial proceedings at relief phase); cf. Peter W. Billings, A Comparative Analysis of Administrative and Adjudicative Systems for Determining Asylum Claims, 52 ADMIN. L. REV. 253, 296-97 (2000) (suggesting mixed inquisitorial and adversarial approach).
went pro se or were represented poorly. Although such role modification is increasingly recognized as appropriate in adversarial settings, EOIR recently repudiated it by admonishing IJs not to limit the process afforded to DHS attorneys and reminding them that “[t]he immigration court process is adversarial.” Abandoning this pretense of an immigration “court” in favor of a bureaucracy might force a deeper examination of the profound power disadvantage that unrepresented noncitizens face against repeat-player DHS attorneys, in turn freeing IJs to move towards a more respondent-protective and less adversarial system of adjudication. Recognition of this imbalance could also push Congress to impose firmer limits on executive discretion and empower Article III federal courts to apply increased scrutiny to EOIR determinations.

Short of such fundamental changes, analyzing the immigration court system through a bureaucratic lens could help develop more precise critiques and creative reforms that may differ from those in an adversarial legal framework. For instance, some participants complained that IJ quotas evinced an improper treatment of EOIR as an agency instead of a court. But case quotas do not align with best practices for bureaucracies, either. It has been understood for decades that a narrow focus on such quantitative measures can interfere with decisional quality due to numerical metrics’ susceptibility to deception, bureaucrats’ tendency to focus on measured activities at the expense of other goals, and the relative privacy in which bureaucrats operate. In this frame, quotas are not just bad because they infringe on independence; they are misguided because they warp incentives and reduce

400. E.g., IJ1 (“If I felt an attorney was making a grave mistake, I would try to make sure it wasn’t going forward. I think that the judge has a huge, potentially dispositive impact on a case.”); IJ8 (“A lot of my colleagues took the position that they had to call balls and strikes, and the respondents would do the best they could, and the respondents were responsible for the lawyer’s behavior in most cases and that’s that. . . . I thought that ignored reality.”); IJ10 (“I felt very responsible for making the record so that it had everything I needed. . . . It’s a little different to the impartial referee who only listens to what’s said in court by the lawyers that we imagine in the adversarial process.”).

401. For example, since 2012, the Conference of Chief Justices and the Conference of State Court Administrators have supported an amendment to the Model Code of Judicial Conduct to permit judges to “facilitate the ability of all litigants, including self-represented litigants, to be fairly heard.” Conf. of Chief Justices & Conf. of State Court Admins., Resolution 2: In Support of Expanding Rule 2.2 of the ABA Model Code of Judicial Conduct to Reference Cases Involving Self-Represented Litigants (July 25, 2012); see also Richard Zorza, The Disconnect Between the Requirements of Judicial Neutrality and Those of the Appearance of Neutrality When Parties Appear Pro Se: Causes, Solutions, Recommendations, and Implications, 17 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 423, 426-40, 445-47 (2004) (distinguishing judicial neutrality and disengagement, and suggesting reforms to Model Code and appellate practices to improve pro se litigants’ access to justice).

402. OPPM 17-03, supra note 203, at 6-7 (“Due process and fundamental fairness require that testimony by a juvenile witness, like that of any other witness, be subject to cross-examination . . . .”); see also id. at 6 (directing IJs to be cognizant of “due process for the opposing party”—the government—when granting accommodations for noncitizen children in removal proceedings).

403. LIPSKY, supra note 141, at 166-69. Management experts also warn that “individuals with multiple goals are prone to concentrate on only one goal,” and that “[g]oals that are easier to achieve and measure (such as quantity) may be given more attention than other goals (such as quality) in a multi-goal situation.” Lisa D. Ordóñez et al., Goals Gone Wild: The Systematic Side Effects of Over-Prescribing Goal Setting 7-8 (Harv. Bus. Sch., Working Paper No. 09-083, 2009); see also Gelbach & Marcus, supra note 179, at 1136-37 (citing Ordóñez et al. and providing examples).
quality. In addition, if policymakers wish to improve accuracy, consistency, efficiency, and fairness, analyzing the immigration system as a bureaucracy could highlight effective (but not traditionally judicial) techniques, like peer review of removal orders.404

A full treatment of the relative benefits and downsides of an immigration bureaucracy lies beyond the scope of this Article. That being said, the interview results at least suggest that a thorough engagement with the immigration court system as bureaucracy could yield further directions for critique, reform, and experimentation.

C. The Misdirection of the Judicial Robe

If the idea of an immigration bureaucracy is not anathema, the question remains: what ails the immigration “courts”? Adversarial legal courts and bureaucracies each have their benefits, and a productive path forward for immigration adjudication could draw from either or both models. Yet by appropriating the symbols of a formal, adversarial court to conceal an increasingly hierarchical and policy-driven core, the current system likely offers the worst of both worlds.

Consider the mystique of the robe. The Hon. Jerome N. Frank, an early twentieth-century Second Circuit judge and legal philosopher, attacked the judicial robe as “historically connected with the desire to thwart democracy by means of the courts.”405 In contrast to the U.K., where judges’ colorful robes connote their positions in the institutional hierarchy, U.S. judges wear uniform black robes to symbolize the subsuming of the judge’s personal identity to the responsibilities of an impartial judiciary.406 Frank advocated abolition of the robe, which he hoped would end false conceptions of judicial uniformity and divinity.407 In response to Frank’s critique, one scholar contended that robes actually assisted judges in “discharging the judicial function” by providing “an overt symbol stressing [their] dedication to justice.”408

Recent empirical studies support the notion that robes matter, at least from the perspective of court subjects. All else equal, people tend to view

404. Ho & Sherman, supra note 392, at 265.
407. FRANK, supra note 405, at 258-61.
408. Ferguson, supra note 405, at 171.
proceedings in formal courtrooms as more dignified than proceedings in conference rooms, and they view judges in formal courtrooms as more respectful.409 People also view judges in robes as more knowledgeable than the same judges without robes.410 It stands to reason that such courtroom hallmarks advance perceptions of legitimacy and fairness, thus building public trust in legal institutions and generating increased compliance.

EOIR expressed similar ideas when it required IJs to wear robes in the presence of parties. At that time, the Chief IJ noted that “[t]he dignity of and the respect for” the immigration courts had “risen considerably” since EOIR’s creation, and he emphasized the importance of “attract[ing] highly professional individuals” to serve as IJs.411 EOIR has since repeatedly reaffirmed that the robe “is a symbol of . . . independence and authority,”412 and that it “contributes significantly to the solemnity” of a given event.413 The agency likely invested in court-like hearing rooms, judicial benches, and looming Justice Department seals for analogous reasons.414 Other stakeholders also benefit from these symbols. IJs garner prestige, respect, and compliance. Immigration lawyers gain esteem.415 Respondents, in turn, may be more likely to find counsel. And austere court symbols may well encourage IJs to view themselves as impartial adjudicators and strive to achieve fairness, even in the face of increasing managerial pressure.416

But, of course, a robe does not a judge make. The “spectacle of symbols” in a U.S. courtroom legitimizes the exercise of coercive power.417 Yet there are additional reasons why we allow judges to make consequential decisions about people’s lives. In the adversarial legal ideal, judges enjoy at least some discretion to advance substantive justice.418 They make legal and factual
determinations in the public crucible of a robust, well-matched contest.\textsuperscript{419} And, yes, they are independent, which enables them to exercise their decision-making powers in service of the law and no other master.

As we have seen, each of these premises is weakened, if not eroded entirely, in the case of the immigration judge. Every interview participant tried admirably and in good faith to embody norms of judicial independence. Some believed they came closer than others. And many IJs who continue to serve are committed to issuing fair rulings and withstanding political pressure. But no individual IJ’s best efforts can change the structural facts that IJs are constrained by an increasingly harsh legal regime and subject to a chain of command running up to the Attorney General, who can control their priorities, pace, resources, public access, and job security, if not individual case outcomes. Thus, the tension between enforcement and adjudication that the Supreme Court found so objectionable in 1950\textsuperscript{420} lives on in the role of the IJ today. The president of the IJ union recently stated as much:

It is the fundamental institutional defect of trying to administer a court system under a law enforcement model that has proven to be the biggest obstacle. Because of this structural flaw, the solutions that have been proposed or implemented have all been tainted and failed. Each has tried to maintain the veneer of a court and judges, while using law enforcement or politically motivated fixes to address the problems. The two are simply incompatible.\textsuperscript{421}

This adjudicatory gloss on an enforcement apparatus erodes many of the advantages that a more transparent bureaucracy might provide. As outlined above, a bureaucratic model could allow for non-adversarial adjudications that are fairer for individuals lacking counsel than prototypical Anglo-American courts, which rely on presumed equality between adverse parties.\textsuperscript{422} To the extent that federal judges, too, are influenced by court symbols, a removal order issued by a “bureaucrat” might appropriately receive less deference from the Article III judiciary (or Congress, which sets the boundaries of judicial review) than one issued by a superficial immigration “court.” There is reason to think that this could have an impact on outcomes: after the 2002-2003 BIA reforms, federal appellate judges evinced particular concern for, and gave closest scrutiny to, cases in which IJs acted in a blatantly non-judicial fashion. Further, the leading U.S. system of non-adversarial agency adjudication—the Social Security Administration (SSA) disability system—

\textsuperscript{419} Cf. Resnik, supra note 405, at 78 (defining “courts” as “government invitations to the public to invest in and engage with norm generation under structured processes,” and noting that “if openness remains a robust attribute of ‘courts,’ then the phrase ‘closed . . . court’ becomes an oxymoron”).

\textsuperscript{420} See supra notes 34-36 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{421} Tabaddor, supra note 144.

\textsuperscript{422} See, e.g., Kidane, supra note 14, at 714-15; Chapman, supra note 14, at 1569-78.
has a federal-court remand rate approximately four times as high as that of EOIR, despite featuring a more applicant-protective agency process and greater adjudicator independence.\(^{423}\)

Beyond diluting these benefits of bureaucracies, the hallmarks of courts can also mitigate public discontent with the severity of modern immigration law. The very need for legitimation through symbols “arises because people will not accede to the subjugation of their souls through the deployment of force alone. They must be persuaded, even if it is only a ‘pseudo-persuasion,’ that the existing order is both just and fair, and that they themselves desire it.”\(^{424}\) In other words, symbols may work to obscure the underlying unfairness of a system.\(^{425}\)

Reflecting on pre-\emph{Hamdan v. Rumsfeld} military commissions at Guantánamo Bay, Muneer Ahmad observes that “the terminologically and ritualistically rich discourse of a courtroom [can] mask, soften, and plausibly deny the operation of political power, thereby preserving the prevailing power relationship.”\(^{426}\)

\(^{423}\). Over three times as many SSA disability cases as EOIR decisions reach the federal courts each year. In FY 2017, for example, 18,445 new district court cases were filed from Appeals Council decisions, which constituted 13.41 percent of all appealable dispositions. Soc. Sec. Admin., Appeals to Court as a Percentage of Appealable AC Dispositions (last visited Apr. 7, 2018), https://www.ssa.gov/appeals/DataSets/AC04_NCC_Filed_Appealable.html. During this timeframe, noncitizens filed 5,210 PFRs from BIA decisions. U.S. Courts Table 2017, \textit{supra} note 185, at 1. The federal courts are also more likely to reverse an SSA adjudication than an EOIR one. In FY 2017, the federal-court remand rate for SSA adjudications was 48 percent. Soc. Sec. Admin., \textit{FY 2019 Congressional Justification} 206, https://www.ssa.gov/budget/FY19Files/2019CJ.pdf. In contrast, the EOIR remand rate between 2006 and 2016 fluctuated between 9.3 percent and 17.5 percent. G UENDELSBERGER, \textit{supra} note 182, at 4. For more on SSA procedures, see Jonah Gelbach & David Marcus, \textit{A Study of Social Security Disability Litigation in the Federal Courts} 16-30 (July 28, 2016), https://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2669&context=faculty_scholarship (outlining SSA disability review procedures, including right to written ALJ determination, and noting that three-fourths of claimants have counsel at the hearing stage).

\(^{424}\). Gabel & Harris, \textit{supra} note 417, at 372; \textit{see also} Dennis E. Curtis & Judith Resnik, \textit{Images of Justice}, 96 \textit{Yale L.J.} 1727, 1734 (1987) (“All sovereigns claim (notwithstanding evidence to the contrary) that their violence goes forth in the name of Justice.”).


\begin{quote}
The government went to great lengths to make the commissions look as much like real courts as possible, even as they were emptied of the substantive rights that ordinarily inhere in a courtroom. Although there was no judge in these proceedings, the presiding officer was ordered to wear a robe (and ours carried a gavel); although this was a commission and not a court, the commission room, formerly a dental clinic, was swathed with blue velvet curtains and rich, dark wood furniture so as to look like a courtroom. The curtains only went two thirds of the way up the painted cinder block wall—just high enough to fill the frame of the closed-circuit video cameras. For those of us appearing as defense lawyers in the commissions, we knew we were on a hastily constructed set, where costume and props and scenic design attempted to consecrate the once-barren space.
\end{quote}

I do not argue that immigration courts are as unfair as Guantánamo military commissions. I posit only that symbols of courts serve similar functions in both cases. The Justice Department and the White House exert growing control over IJs through pressures to process cases more quickly, demands to arrange dockets to accord with enforcement priorities, repeated reminders that IJs serve at the pleasure of the Attorney General, and partisan rhetoric. Meanwhile, EOIR is hiring new IJs at an unprecedented clip, without the protections enjoyed by ALJs.427 A recent Attorney General used his referral power to tighten immigration law by further limiting IJ discretion to grant relief, enhancing IJ discretion to deny relief, and reducing process.428 These restrictionist moves appear to be achieving restrictionist results,429 notwithstanding instances of individual and collective resistance from IJs. Yet these policies are at odds with public attitudes towards immigration, which are the most favorable they have been in at least a half-century.430

EOIR’s appropriation of the hallmarks of courts likely serves to mediate the disjuncture between these policies and public opinion. The symbols of the courtroom help U.S. residents stomach the harsh consequences of immigration law and the violence of deportation, not because the outcomes themselves are just, but on the mistaken belief that they are ordered by traditional courts and are therefore legitimate. Similarly, these symbols can allow Article III federal judges to paper over the “loss of dignity and humanity” that they might otherwise suffer from being forced to ratify such violence.431 And to the extent that Americans are uneasy about making immigration adjudication openly bureaucratic and hierarchical, the trappings of courts can

---

427. Last year, the EOIR director stated that streamlined hiring procedures implemented by the Attorney General in April of 2017 had reduced the time it took to hire an IJ by approximately one-half. Interview by Andrew R. Arthur with James R. McHenry, III, Director, Exec. Office for Immigration Review, in Washington, D.C. (May 1, 2018).


429. TRANSACTIONAL RECORDS ACCESS CLEARINGHOUSE, FINDINGS OF CREDIBLE FEAR PLUMMET AMID WIDELY DISPARATE OUTCOMES BY LOCATION AND JUDGE (2018), http://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/523/ (finding “plummet” in immigration court credible fear findings between late 2017 and early 2018); TRANSACTIONAL RECORDS ACCESS CLEARINGHOUSE, supra note 228 (documenting increase in asylum denials in immigration court); Wu, supra note 396 (noting decrease in child asylum approvals by Asylum Office).


soothe that discomfort without addressing one of its root causes: substantive immigration law.

In light of this phenomenon, creating an independent “Article I” immigration court may indeed be one important step towards fixing immigration adjudication.\textsuperscript{432} Separating EOIR from the Justice Department would remove some mechanisms of top-down influence discussed above. In addition, increased prestige could attract high-quality IJs and lawyers and endow hearings with solemnity to match their stakes. Both discovery mechanisms and rules of evidence might offer some protection for noncitizens. Such a court might, in many ways, offer a process more deserving of the robes IJs must wear.

But this move’s effectiveness would be severely limited without additional procedural protections for noncitizens and substantive reforms to restore positive IJ discretion. In fact, further judicialization without addressing these flaws could even be counterproductive. More formality will not necessarily cause cases to be processed with more care.\textsuperscript{433} “Rogue” adjudicators might be even more shielded from accountability than they are now, and seasoned DHS attorneys would likely invoke new procedural tools to greater effect than the 63 percent of respondents who go unrepresented. Most importantly, even the fairer Article I process would occur within the same legal regime in which IJs are increasingly constrained to deny relief. As a result, simply creating an Article I immigration court without countering the downsides of adversarial legalism and restoring IJ discretion could further legitimize the power imbalances and substantive injustices that have rotted the core of our immigration system.\textsuperscript{434}

Ironically, hardworking IJs’ understandable frustration that they are not seen as “real judges” may unmask the trappings of courts for what they are: trappings, and little more. That is, if court symbols enhance perceptions of legitimacy, then fundamentally legitimate systems need not thirst for court symbols. As Ahmad writes of the Guantánamo commissions, “an established legal system, secure in its own legitimacy, would not be so easily offended.”\textsuperscript{435}

CONCLUSION: A CALL FOR REFORM

This Article has sought to advance understandings of the administrative design of the immigration court system, clarify previously reported issues, and suggest new directions for research. According to twelve former IJs,

\textsuperscript{432} The IJ union, the American Immigration Lawyers Association, and the American Bar Association have all endorsed the creation of an Article I immigration court. See sources cited \textit{supra} note 16.

\textsuperscript{433} For example, Malcolm Feeley argues that high caseloads do not explain the cursory disposition of cases in many lower criminal courts, and that one alternative explanation is the organization of courts’ business, which creates incentives for employees to quickly process cases so they can leave early in the day. Feeley, supra note 376, at 246-47, 270-72.

\textsuperscript{434} E.g., Family, \textit{The Future Relief of Immigration Law}, supra note 359, at 415; Family, \textit{Murky Immigration Law}, supra note 356, at 54-64.

\textsuperscript{435} Ahmad, \textit{Resisting Guantánamo}, supra note 426, at 1724.
three former EOIR administrators, and a range of corroborating evidence, even as circuit courts have imposed some judicial expectations on the IJ corps and EOIR has appropriated the symbols of courts, the Justice Department has developed mechanisms to pressure IJs to process cases more quickly, prioritize enforcement targets, and apply expansionist or restrictionist policies. These growing administrative and political influences over IJ decision-making sharpen the system’s divergence from U.S. conceptions of “courts,” and in turn, suggest avenues for bureaucratic analysis. In the meantime, the system’s co-opting of the judicial identity serves to obscure these tensions, likely legitimating a fundamentally imbalanced and unjust system.

To close, I suggest that if “get[ting] rid of judges”\footnote{Itkowitz, supra note 6 (quoting President Trump).} and creating an immigration bureaucracy makes us uncomfortable, the reason may have less to do with process than with substance. Thus, any effort to redesign immigration adjudication, whether through the creation of an Article I court or otherwise, must also involve reconsideration of the harshness, opacity, and complexity of substantive immigration law. The ad-hoc development of this substantive law, often driven by fear and racism, has enabled the toxic mix of adversarialism, veiled bureaucracy, and exceptionalism that characterizes the system today. To move past this, policymakers cannot simply transpose existing laws onto a more independent court system. Rather, they must openly debate the values underlying U.S. immigration policies, as well as the level of legal violence that the American citizenry will tolerate in service of immigration restrictions. Policymakers must then craft a system that balances these values transparently and within constitutional constraints.

In other words, achieving fairness in the immigration “courts” will necessitate both a restructuring of procedures and a reimagining of substance. It will require us to collectively rethink when deportation is just.